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Academic Colleagues Meeting Notes

April 4 and 5, 2023

Evening meeting, Tuesday, April 4, 2023, 6:00 to 8:30 pm

A conversation with Dr. Isabel Pedersen, Professor, Faculty of Social Science and Humanities, Ontario Tech University; Founding Director, Digital Life Institute

Topic: Developments in Artificial Intelligence and Their Social and Ethical Implications for Universities

Dr. Isabel Pedersen delivered a presentation on recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) and their social and ethical implications for universities, highlighting the following:

- The current issues with AI in the public discourse, chief among them generative AI’s challenge of the traditional value of writing skills, which have been a long-standing pillar of western education.

- Primary concerns with generative AI in postsecondary education, including its vulnerability to bias, propagation of factually incorrect information, failure to consistently cite sources, lack of originality, as well as its contribution to students’ academic misconduct, dependency on AI and skill degradation, intellectual property issues and job loss.

- The reflection that one’s relationship to the product created by AI party determines the way it is perceived; for example, AI that produces art may be viewed as threatening to artists but novel to others.

- The different ways to respond to AI in the classroom – embrace it, neutralize it, ban it, ignore it, question it.

- The need to balance the use of AI tools to help us rather than replace us, and to change learning outcomes to adapt as these tools evolve.

- The possibility that AI might enable us to communicate with each other in different languages more easily.

An engaged discussion ensued, in which Colleagues highlighted the important role the humanities play in helping to navigate the questions surfaced by generative AI, the importance of taking a proactive approach to generative AI in universities and continuing to teach foundational writing skills to enable students to assess the output of AI products, and the fact that AI lacks information about individuals’ memories or the pre-existing knowledge students and teachers bring to the classroom.
Colleagues meeting, Wednesday, April 5, 2023, 9:00 am to 12:00 pm

Information sharing

During the information sharing portion of the meeting, Colleagues discussed issues that were front-of-mind at their respective institutions, including budgetary challenges, conversations about collegial governance, growth in international students, and ongoing strategic planning exercises.

Preparing for the April 6 Council Meeting Discussion

Drawing on the presentation by Dr. Isabel Pedersen and ensuing discussion during the dinner meeting, Colleagues planned their presentation to Council on the topic of developments in artificial intelligence, how they can be leveraged to support students and faculty as well as how they might impact assessment measures. It was agreed the presentation would centre on the following themes, with William van Wijngaarden, York, Alyson King, Ontario Tech, Karleen Pendleton Jiménez, Trent, and Jennifer MacArthur, TMU, to deliver remarks at the Council meeting:

- the limits of AI;
- implications of AI for academic integrity;
- the potential for AI to advance decolonization and pedagogical equity; and
- anticipated short-, medium- and long-term implications for universities as a result of AI.

COU Update

The Colleagues received updates on COU activities from COU President and CEO Steve Orsini.

Steve briefed the Colleagues on COU’s activities leading into the Ontario government’s Blue-Ribbon Panel, including:

- the recent meeting of the Standing Committee on Relationships with Other Postsecondary Institutions where COU was encouraged to meet with Colleges Ontario to identify potential areas of commonality;
- explorations of potential cost efficiencies with a view to preempting further micromanagement by government; and
- the importance of balancing increasing access to a wider range of students while maintaining the quality of university education.
Topics that surfaced in the Q&A included the minimal impact of a tuition increase on low- and middle-income students, the make-up of universities’ operating grants, and projected demographic trends.

**Committee Reports**

Academic Colleagues received written reports from the following Committees, which are attached for convenience:

- Executive Committee
- Government and Community Relations Committee
- Standing Committee on Relationships with Other Postsecondary Institutions
- Budget and Audit Committee

**Proposed Meeting Schedule 2023-24**

Members agreed that the proposed schedule included in the agenda package would be circulated to gather further input.

**Land acknowledgments at upcoming meetings**

The following members are scheduled to deliver the land acknowledgement at upcoming meetings, as follows:

- Pauline Barmby, Western – May meetings
- Lanyan Chen, Nipissing – August meetings

**Attachments** *(Not copied for Senate; available upon request from the University Secretariat)*

1. Adapting to AI Writing: Artificial Intelligence, Generative AI, & Education, Dr. Isabel Pedersen
2. Committee reports
York alumna Kathleen Taylor was officially installed as the University’s first woman chancellor during a May 10 ceremony held on York’s Keele Campus. A graduate of the JD/MBA program offered by Osgoode Hall Law School and the Schulich School of Business, Taylor became the first woman to Chair the board of one of Canada’s big five banks when she took the helm of the Royal Bank’s governing body a decade ago. She also served as the first president and CEO of the Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts chain following its iconic founder and was the first woman to lead a major branded international hotel company. Taylor’s first public act as chancellor will be conferring degrees on thousands of new graduates at Spring Convocation, June 9 to 23. She will also serve as a member of both the Board and Senate, bringing her vast experience and knowledge to both of the University’s governing bodies.

York University’s School of Continuing Studies celebrated the official launch of its new, signature home – a state-of-the-art building with a unique, twisted design located at the York University Keele Campus. The building allows the School more capacity, space and resources to support York University’s Academic Plan 2020-2025. The York University English Language Institute’s pathway programs, for instance, are core to the University’s international student growth and help the University achieve its priority of reaching a 20 to 25 per cent international student population within the next five years. This new building will also support the School’s objective of expanding its offerings through innovative programs in emerging fields that meet the needs of diverse learners. The new School of Continuing Studies was made possible by many teams and divisions, including the Division of Finance and Administration, School of Continuing Studies, the Provost’s Division and many others.

This month, York University shared the University’s first Decolonizing, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (DEDI) Strategy. York is among the first Canadian universities to incorporate decolonization in a meaningful and substantial way throughout a document of this kind, and this strategy will formalize and coordinate DEDI efforts across the institution. The DEDI Strategy acknowledges York University’s colonial structures and recognizes that many forms of discrimination and oppression exist both in society and in higher education. It provides a lens on the University’s past, present and future, allowing it to focus clearly on the efforts and resources needed to drive positive change. The strategy includes five strategic directions – teaching and learning, research and innovation, representation and success, campus climate and environment, and leadership and capacity building.
York University Political Science alumna, Nadine Spencer, was appointed to the Toronto Police Services Board on April 28. A York Board of Governors member, Nadine Spencer, is the founder of BrandEQ Group Inc., a global agency specializing in social change marketing, communications, and public relations. Ms. Spencer has accelerated strategic growth and brand visibility for a diverse client portfolio. She also pioneered BrandEQ Black, BrandEQ’s cultural sensitivity arm, whose goal is to work with a variety of conscious organizations to look at racial biases in advertising and marketing. She is also the interim CEO of the Black Business and Professional Association. Recently, she was one of 400 people invited to the Trudeau/Biden dinner and said she was proud to be representing the 1,700 Black women whom she serves. Her leadership in addressing greater equity & representation of communities across Canada make her an excellent fit for this role.

The Council of Ontario University Programs in Nursing awarded Leo Macawile the Excellence in Professional Nursing Practice at the Undergraduate Level Award. He is the first York University student to receive the honour. The award, which recognizes academic success, kind and compassionate care, and positive leadership attributes, is the latest milestone in Macawile’s notable career. In May 2022, Macawile received the York University Deschamps Compassionate Nursing Prize for demonstrating talent in his field through kindness and compassion shown toward patients. Earlier this year, he received two Calumet and Stong College awards, the Olga Cirak Alumni Bursary Award and The Virginia Rock Award, for his exceptional academic ability and outstanding commitment to the school community.

Professor Christina Sharpe, Canada Research Chair in Black Studies in the Humanities at York University, was featured in the New York Times article marking the launch of her book Ordinary Notes. The feature, titled, “The Woman Shaping a Generation of Black Thought”, highlights how Sharpe is exploring and expanding ways of looking at Blackness in history, culture, language, and everyday Black life.

One CubeSat satellite created by York University students, and another with hardware supplied by students, will launch from the Kennedy Space Center and be placed in orbit by International Space Station astronauts. Zeng Hong (George) Zhu, director of the Space Engineering Design Laboratory at York’s Lassonde School of Engineering, led the team of students who created an entirely York-made satellite set to enter space this summer. The second CubeSat, a University of Manitoba-led CubeSat project, draws on innovative hardware provided by Lassonde students and supervised by Regina Lee, professor of space engineering. It is set to be launched into space this summer.

York University is leading a $318.4-million interdisciplinary research project in partnership with Queens University. “Connected Minds: Neural and Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society” is a first-of-its-kind initiative that aims to examine the relationships between human minds and machines, and explore how society can evolve with these emerging technologies in a socially responsible way. It is supported by $105.7 million in funding from the federal government’s Canada First Research Excellence Fund. The program’s operations will involve a directorate led by internationally renowned neuroscientist Prof. Doug Crawford, as scientific director, along with intellectual property and technology law expert Prof. Pina D’Agostino as vice-director, and Indigenous health scholar Prof. Sean Hillier as associate director. Engineer and neuroscientist Prof. Gunnar Blohm joins as the vice-director from Queen’s University.
Isaac Smith, assistant professor in the Earth and Space Science and Engineering Department and Canada Research Chair in Planetary Science, was recently awarded two research grants from the Canadian Space Agency to support a better understanding of Mars’ environments to enable exploration missions and potential habitation. The funded research projects support a focus on ice, a critical resource for supporting future human missions to Mars by serving as a source of drinking water or rocket fuel. Martian regions that are abundant in icy deposits will become primary targets for future landing and exploration zones.

Susan Dieleman, a PhD graduate from York, is the inaugural Jarislowsky Chair in Trust and Political Leadership at the University of Lethbridge, a position dedicated to the study of ethics in politics. As the Jarislowsky Chair in Trust and Political Leadership, Dieleman is tasked with assisting the development of an innovative program of scholarship (teaching, research and experiential learning) that will expand knowledge and training for students, politicians and public servants in the ethical practice of politics, fiduciary responsibility and democratic governance.

A collaborative research project led by York University Kinesiology & Health Science Professor Ali Abdul-Sater will seek answers at the molecular level to help develop more effective therapies for psoriatic arthritis. The Krembil Foundation, a family-led charitable organization, has confirmed a $664,356 grant in support of this research. Having recently developed a successful therapeutic approach for rheumatoid arthritis and gout, Abdul-Sater’s lab will expand its focus to psoriatic arthritis (PsA), a less common debilitating inflammatory disease.

York University’s 2022-23 President’s Welcome Back Video and 2022 President’s Annual Report: Right the Future were both winners of the International Association of Business Communicators, Toronto Chapter’s 2023 Ovation Awards for communications excellence in the audio/visual and publication categories, respectively. The President’s Office Communications team, including Krista Davidson, director of communications, Madeleine Laforest, social media and communications planning specialist, and Tina Dealwis, senior writer and communications specialist, received the awards at the 2023 Ovations Awards celebration on May 4.

With up to $20,000 in support, the Lassonde School of Engineering’s Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Seed Funding supports the development of original initiatives that promote EDI culture, encouraging students, faculty and staff to embrace creativity and find ways to make the School a more diverse and inclusive space. The first project, Getting on with Tech, is led by Jean-Jacques Rosseau, research associate, and Michael Jenkin, professor of electrical engineering and computer science. The pilot initiative will establish a community learning program that promotes public understanding of computer science. It aims to provide equitable access to technical education, targeting adult learners from communities that are underrepresented in STEAM disciplines including women, recent immigrants, and Black and Indigenous communities. The second funded project, Integrating EDI components into MECH curriculum, is led by Cuiying Jian, assistant professor in mechanical engineering. The original initiative aims to address the low coverage of EDI principles in engineering education.
York University faculty and staff were celebrated with Student Accessibility Services Awards for enhancing student accessibility at York. The 2022-23 Student Accessibility Services Award winners are:

- Ahmad Firas Khalid, sessional assistant professor, Faculty of Health
- Amila Butorovic, associate professor, Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies
- Devin Phillips, assistant professor, Faculty of Health
- Ivona Hideg, associate professor, Schulich School of Business
- Jeanine Tuit, supports and services coordinator, Office of Student Community Relations
- Jennifer Spinney, assistant professor, Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies
- Katherine Di Lorenzo, student support advisor, Student Support Advising
- Lindsay LaMorre, associate director, Experiential Education, Faculty of Education
- Lois King, contract faculty, Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies
- Makini McGuire-Brown, course instructor, PhD candidate, Schulich School of Business
- Mark Thomas, professor and Chair of Sociology Department, Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies
- Mary Desrocher, associate professor, Faculty of Health
- Matthew Keough, assistant professor, Faculty of Health
- Matthias Hoben, associate professor, Faculty of Health
- Ruodan Shao, associate professor, Schulich School of Business
- Stephanie Pugliese Domenikos, assistant professor, Faculty of Science
- Taylor Cleworth, assistant professor, Faculty of Health
- Theodore Noseworthy, associate professor and research Chair, Schulich School of Business
- Yueting Chen, PhD candidate, Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies

Four players from the York University Lions football team were selected for coveted roster spots in 2023 East-West Bowl. Evan Anseeuw, Nathan Brennan, Jason Janvier-Messier and Alfred Olay will join the East team, participating in a game that will showcase players who will be eligible for the following year’s CFL draft. York’s group of athletes heading to the Bowl is headlined by Olay, who was an Ontario University Athletics first-team all-star and a U SPORTS first-team all-Canadian in 2023. He was the first Lion to be named to the national first team since 2004.

Joan Goldfarb is honoured with the 2023 Museum Volunteer Award by the Canadian Museum Association for her transformational contributions to advance Canadian art appreciation, support education and research, as well as being a visionary leader and role model. Joan’s commitment is enduring and passionate to Canadian art through her commitment to sponsoring with her husband the Joan and Martin Goldfarb Centre for Fine Arts, and more recently the Joan and Martin Goldfarb Art Gallery of York University, Keele Campus in North York.

Sachil Singh, assistant professor of physical culture and health technologies in datafied societies, recently earned recognition in Japan when he was honoured with a knighthood for his accomplishments in karate-do. Among his other research and teaching responsibilities at York, Singh will teach a practicum course on karate-do in the Kinesiology program starting in Fall 2023 where his pedagogy will promote principles of equity, diversity and inclusion.
Kahstarohkwanoron Lindsay Monture, who graduated from York with a Bachelor of Arts in Film and Media Studies, has been named the new festival director of the imagineNATIVE Film + Media Arts Festival, the world’s largest showcase for film, video, audio, digital and interactive media made by Indigenous creators. In her new role, Monture, who is Kanyen’kehá:ka (Mohawk), Turtle Clan from the Six Nations of the Grand River Territory, will select and oversee the festival’s programming team, as well as choose curators and jury members.

Andrew Dawson, an associate professor in the Department of Sociology at the Glendon Campus of York University, and Isabel Krakoff, a PhD candidate in the Department of Sociology, were announced as the winners of the inaugural Alexis de Tocqueville Award for the best conference paper on democracy and public opinion. The announcement was made during WAPOR’s 75th conference. The paper “Political Trust and Democracy: The Critical Citizens Thesis Re-Examined” empirically assesses competing perspectives on the relationship between democracy and political trust. It draws upon data from the World Values Survey, the European Values Study and several other sources to undertake multi-level analyses using a cross-national panel dataset of 82 countries for the period 1990-2020.

York University School of Public Policy & Administration student, Sakeina Syed received the Student Award of Excellence from the Canadian Association of Journalists for her article “End of the Line,” about the Scarborough RT line closure in Maisonneuve.

YSpace startup, Spotwork, is one of the nine innovative projects selected out of a $12M fund to support the labour gap in Ontario. Spotwork will create a unique technological solution to open new labour sources for employers and give thousands of job seekers a well-deserved second chance at work.

A sculpture designed by Brandon Vickerd, artist and professor of visual arts at York University, debuted at Keele and Finch. The 41-foot sculpture made out of Corten steel is titled “The Heights” and is meant to evoke how the history of a place informs its present and future. The seed of “The Heights” began in 2020, when the Duke Heights Business Improvement Area put out a public call for professional Canadian artists to propose a landmark public artwork that would bring back and reassert the Finch-Keele community after years of construction in the area preparing for the forthcoming Light Rail Transit line. Among the resulting 80 applicants, five artists, including Vickerd, were chosen to submit detailed proposals.

York University health policy and equity PhD student William MacGregor won the Peterkin Brett-MacLean Student Prize for the best student presentation at the Annual Conference of the Canadian Association for Health Humanities.
During Canadian Screen Week (April 11 to 16), The Academy of Canadian Cinema and Television handed out more than two dozen Canadian Screen Awards to York alumni, from the School of Arts, Media, Performance & Design and the Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies, recognizing their achievements in film, television and the digital sector. The York University alumni winners are:

• Best Talk Program or Series – 1 Queen 5 Queers; Awardee: Aisha Fairclough
• Best Sports Host – 2022 Beijing Winter Olympic Games; Awardee: Andi Petrillo
• Best Sound, Documentary or Factual – Buffy Sainte-Marie: Carry It On; Awardee: Elma Bello
• Best Performing Arts Program – Buffy Sainte-Marie: Starwalker; Awardee: Tracy Galvin
• Best Writing Web, Program or Series – Chateau Laurier: An Unfortunate Turn of Events; Awardee: Emily Weedon
• Best Biography or Arts Documentary Program or Series – Comedy Punks: Kids in the Hall; Awardee: Laura Michalchyshy
• Best Children’s or Youth Fiction Program or Series – Detention Adventure; Awardee: Lauren Corber
• Best Live Production, Social Media – ET Canada Live; Awardee: Jodie Davis
• Best Web Program or Series Non-Fiction – ET Canada Pride; Awardee: Jodie Davis
• Best Original Music, Animation – Let’s Go Luna! Dig it Daddy-O; Awardee: Ari Posner
• Best Web Program or Series, Fiction – Revenge of the Black Best Friend; Awardee: Amanda Parris
• Best Documentary Program – Sex with Sue; Awardee: Lisa Rideout and Sam Dunn
• Best Guest Performance, Comedy – Sort Of: Sort of Amsterdam/Sort of I Love You; Awardee: Amanda Brugel
• Best Original Music, Comedy – Sort Of: Sort of Who She Is; Awardee: Vivek Shraya
• Best Writing, Factual – Still Standing: Oxford; Awardee: Graham Chittenden
• Best TV Movie – Swindler Seduction; Awardee: Jonas Prupas
• Best Writing, Variety or Sketch Comedy – TallBoyz: Don’t wear in front of the song; Awardee: Franco Nguyen
• Best Reality/Competition Program or Series – The Amazing Race Canada; Awardee: Michael Tersigni
• Best Picture Editing, Reality/Competition – The Amazing Race Canada: Where is Gurmail; Awardee: Michael Tersigni
• Best Writing, Children’s or Youth – The Hardy Boys: Captured!; Awardee: Ramona Barckert
• Best Performance, Sketch Comedy (Individual or Ensemble) – This Hour Has 22 Minutes; Awardee: Stacey McGunnigle
• Ted Rogers Best Feature Length Documentary – To Kill a Tiger; Awardee: Cornelia Principe

Matt Dean, a Lions football linebacker, captain through the 2022 season and graduate student at York University, was selected by the Saskatchewan Roughriders in the Canadian Football League (CFL) 2023 draft. Dean garnered no shortage of attention throughout the Lions’ most recent season, having topped the majority of the team’s defensive statistics this year. Dean was selected in the second round of the latest CFL draft, going 21st overall. His newest team, the Saskatchewan Roughriders, are one of the CFL’s preeminent franchises, having won four Grey Cups throughout their history in 1966, 1989, 2007 and most recently in 2013. This marks the sixth consecutive year that a York Lions footballer has been drafted into the CFL, with Dean being the 10th drafted Lion in that timeframe.
Seven projects led by York University researchers were awarded a combined $2.4 million from the New Frontiers in Research Fund (NFRF) in two of its funding streams: Exploration and Special Calls, announced at the end of April. The NFRF: Exploration stream is a federal program that supports high-risk, high-reward interdisciplinary research. The Special Calls stream in this latest funding round supports research for post-pandemic recovery.

The York-led projects in the Exploration stream are:

- Rachel Gorman, Faculty of Health: Training an AI to detect medical bias and unmet health needs through critical race and disability theory and community-generated data
- Elizabeth Clare, Faculty of Science: The ethical challenge to non-invasive environmental e(DNA) technology
- Stephanie Ben-Ishai, Osgoode Hall Law School: The Debt Relief Project: Online and Low-Cost Access to Bankruptcy
- Zheng Hong Zhu, Lassonde School of Engineering: 3D and 4D Laser Metal Additive Manufacturing in Zerogravity and Vacuum for Space Exploration

The York-led projects in Special Calls stream are:

- Mary Wiktorowicz, Faculty of Health Governance of One Health challenges: Fostering collaboration
- Jonathan Weiss, Faculty of Health: Mobilizing environments to improve psychological and physiological experiences of thriving in Autistic people
- Jeannie Samuel, Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies: Building equitable and resilient community-based emergency response strategies in rural Guatemala

Four innovative and community-focused Faculty of Health studies will shed new light on anxiety, thanks to an investment in York University mental health researchers by Beneva, the largest mutual insurance company in Canada. The $200,000 Anxiety Research Fund, powered by Beneva, aims to enhance assessment and treatment supports for individuals coping with anxiety – a debilitating and frequently hidden affliction experienced by one in five Canadians.

The selected projects are:

- Exposure Therapy Using Virtual Reality, headed by School of Health Policy & Management Professor Lora Appel
- Retooling Black Youth Anxiety, headed by School of Global Health Professor Godfred Boateng
- Reducing Anxiety About HPV Tests, headed by School of Nursing Professor Catriona Buick
- Decision-making in a Global Health Crisis, headed by Department of Psychology Professor Shayna Rosenbaum

Four innovative and community-focused Faculty of Health studies will shed new light on anxiety, thanks to an investment in York University mental health researchers by Beneva, the largest mutual insurance company in Canada. The $200,000 Anxiety Research Fund, powered by Beneva, aims to enhance assessment and treatment supports for individuals coping with anxiety – a debilitating and frequently hidden affliction experienced by one in five Canadians.

The selected projects are:

- Exposure Therapy Using Virtual Reality, headed by School of Health Policy & Management Professor Lora Appel
- Retooling Black Youth Anxiety, headed by School of Global Health Professor Godfred Boateng
- Reducing Anxiety About HPV Tests, headed by School of Nursing Professor Catriona Buick
- Decision-making in a Global Health Crisis, headed by Department of Psychology Professor Shayna Rosenbaum
a. Nominees for Election to Senate Committees and Senate-elected Positions

Senate Executive recommends that Senate confirm the following candidates for election to Senate Committees (non-designated seats) for three-year terms beginning 1 July 2023 and ending 30 June 2026, and for the position of Senator on the Board of Governors for a two-year term between 1 July 2023 – 30 June 2025. The call for nominations to fill the vacancies for the various Senate elected seats was issued on 20 April with submissions received through May. Nominations are also accepted “from the floor” if the nominee has consented and is available for the published meeting time of the committee / Board. Under Senate Rules, nominators must report prospective nominees to the Secretary prior to the start of the Senate meeting in order to determine their eligibility.

The Committee confirms that all the candidates nominated have met the eligibility requirements for the committee or position, and have the requisite status as current Senators (in the case of the Senate nominee to the Board of Governors) and the required experience for relevant committees. The Senate Nominations Rules and Procedures (Appendix C of the Rules of Senate) govern the nomination process for membership on Senate committees and other positions elected by Senate.

Upon approval of the slate of candidates by Senate, an election will be held for the Senator on the Board of Governors position and for the contract faculty position on ASCP.

I. Senate Nominee for Membership on the Board of Governors

Senator on the Board of Governors (Full-time tenure-stream faculty or full-time tenure-stream librarian and archivist; 1 vacancy; two-year term; must be a member of Senate to stand for election). Board of Governors normally meets five times each year; Senate Executive meets on the third Tuesday each month at 3:00 p.m.; Senate normally meets on the fourth Thursday of the month at 3:00 p.m.

Ruth Green, Associate Professor, School of Social Work, LAPS
George Tourlakis, Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Lassonde

II. Senate Committees

Academic Standards, Curriculum and Pedagogy (Contract faculty member; 1 vacancy; one-year term; ASCP meets Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m., normally twice each month)

Michael Ben, School of Administrative Studies, LAPS
Marina Heifetz, Psychology, Health
Executive Committee – Report to Senate

Academic Standards, Curriculum and Pedagogy (Full-time faculty members; 5 vacancies; ASCP meets Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m., normally twice each month)

Arthur Hilliker, Professor, Department of Biology, Science
Kim Michasiw, Associate Professor, Departments of English and Writing, LAPS
Parissa Safai, School of Kinesiology and Health Sciences, Health
Joshua Thienpont, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Environmental and Urban Change

Note: 1 vacancy remains.

Appeals (Full-time faculty members; 4 vacancies¹; meets in panels at the call of the Chair)

Cheryl Cowdy, Associate Professor, Humanities, LAPS
Lykke de la Cour, Assistant Professor, Department of Social Science, LAPS
Ron Ophir, Assistant Professor, Schools of Administrative Studies and Human Resources Management, LAPS
Sirvan Karimi, Assistant Professor, School of Public Policy & Administration, LAPS

Awards (Full-time faculty members; 2 vacancies) (Meets 4-5 times annually; Friday)

Abigail Shabtay, Assistant Professor, Humanities, LAPS

Note: 1 vacancy remains

Joint Sub-committee on Quality Assurance (Full-time faculty members, 1 vacancy; meets at the call of the Chair as needed)

Note: 1 vacancy remains

Tenure and Promotions (Full-time faculty members; 9 vacancies²; meets in panels on Thursdays at 3:00 when Senate is not in session; members participate on T&P committees constituted at the Faculty level; candidates must fulfil all membership criteria).

Sheila Colla, Associate Professor, Environmental and Urban Change
Naomi Coutu, Associate Professor, School of Public Policy & Administration, LAPS
Fay M Dastjerdi, Associate Professor, School of Nursing, Health
Benjamin Geva, Professor, Osgoode
Liane Ginsburg, Professor, School of Health Policy & Management, Health

Note: 4 vacancies remain

Tenure and Promotions Appeals (Full-time faculty members; 3 vacancies; meets at the call of the Chair as needed; candidates must fulfil all membership criteria).

Mary Fox, Associate Professor, School of Nursing, Health
Leeat Granek, Associate Professor, School of Health Policy & Management, Health

Note: 1 vacancy remains

¹ An additional vacancy emerged after Executive issued its Call for Expressions of Interest
² An additional vacancy emerged after Executive issued its Call for Expressions of Interest
Executive Committee – Report to Senate

FOR INFORMATION

b. Mode of Senate Meetings in FW 2023-2024

In March, the Executive Committee announced that the remaining meetings of Senate this academic year will be held virtually. At its meeting in May, the Committee discussed plans for the delivery of Senate meetings for the 2023-2024 year.

In its deliberations, the advantages and challenges of in-person, virtual and hybrid options were reviewed and carefully considered. Kept at the forefront of the discussion was reaching a decision that supports Senate being able to effectively deliver its mandate through high quality governance meetings and also respects members’ ability to fulfil their commitment as a Senator.

There is agreement that improving the hybrid capability of the Senate Chamber is important to be able to position York - a multi-campus university - to deliver high quality Senate meetings in an accessible format. Time to assess those arrangements and to implement any technology and room upgrades is needed.

For the interim 2023-2024 year, Executive has defined a balanced approach for the mode of Senate meetings; it is one that combines a series in-person meetings with members needing accommodation provided the ability to attend virtually, and wholly virtual meetings. Respecting the desire for physical distancing during the winter flu season and faculty members’ attendance at spring conferences, while also eager to support the engagement of Senate and collegial interactions, the following meeting schedule has been decided:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senate Meeting Dates</th>
<th>Meeting Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 2023</td>
<td>In-person in the Dr Robert Everett Senate Chamber, with accommodation available for Senators needing to participate virtually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2023 (if meeting needed)</td>
<td>Wholly virtual; with livestreaming of the meeting for the University community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logistical information about the meeting arrangements will be circulated to Senators in conjunction with the distribution of the agenda each month.
Executive Committee – Report to Senate

c. Review of Faculty Council Rules and Procedures

The Executive Committee reviewed and approved revisions to the Structures, Rules and Procedures of the Faculty Council of Faculty of Graduate Studies that make changes to the composition of the student representation on Council. Several friendly amendments to the revisions were suggested by Executive and endorsed by the Chair of Council and one of the proponents of the revisions who attended the Executive meeting for the discussion of the item. The final version of the revised Rules have been finalized with the agreed upon amendments incorporated.

d. Honorary Degree Relinquished

The Executive Committee was informed by the Chair of the Sub-committee on Honorary Degrees and Ceremonials that Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond has relinquished the Doctor of Laws Honoris Causa bestowed upon her by the University in 2013. Executive acknowledged the return of the degree and the concomitant result that Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond is no longer a recipient of an honorary degree from York. Senate was promptly informed of this development in a communication distributed by email following the Executive Committee meeting on 16 May 2023.

Poonam Puri, Chair
Lauren Sergio, Vice-Chair
a. Strategic Research Plan

APPRC is pleased to recommend

that Senate approve the Strategic Research Plan 2023-2028 Knowledge for the Future: From Creation and Discovery to Application, as set out in Appendix A.

Rationale

APPRC has been closely involved as the Strategic Research Plan (SRP) renewal process unfolded and drafts emerged. A highly representative Advisory Committee guided the development of the Plan and facilitated a thorough pan-university consultation process. The membership of the SRP Advisory Committee and the engagement process undertaken to develop the Plan are described in Appendices B and C of this report. APPRC is satisfied that the process leading to the SRP was well conceived, thorough and open. Ideas were freely shared and incorporated with sensitivity. Framed around Areas of Strength, Areas of Opportunity and enabling strategic research success, the renewed SRP is consistent with the University Academic Plan (UAP). As the sub-title of the SRP indicates, it relates directly to many of the constituent objectives of UAP Priority 2: Knowledge for the Future: From Creation to Application. It also accords with the UAP’s call to contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Additionally – and critically – this renewed Research Plan also positions decolonizing research, and diversity and inclusivity in research and scholarship as two key pillars of research excellence at the University.

The document begins by acknowledging and celebrating York’s research accomplishments and traditions, while setting the stage for accelerating research growth and success.

The Committee urges Senate to approve the SRP. We also encourage members of the collegium to engage with it and help bring it to life.

Governance Approvals: APPRC 11 May 2023
b. Connected Minds: Neural and Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society

Connected Minds: Neural and Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society is a first-of-its-kind transdisciplinary research program, funded in part by the Canada First Research Excellence Fund (CFREF), that will work to ensure that technological progress and the future of AI are fair and equitable. The project will bring together experts from York and Queen’s University who are working across several different fields of scholarship including liberal arts, engineering, health, law, life sciences, and the arts to develop a framework to guide future innovations in technology with a focus on inclusivity. At $318M, it is the largest single federal grant ever awarded to York University. Focused on producing contributions for a world where breakthroughs in technology promote social health and justice for all, with special focus on the Indigenous Peoples of Canada, this research project wonderfully reflects York’s tradition of interdisciplinarity, our commitment to explore global concerns to make positive change, and the ethos of the University.

The Vice-President Research and Innovation will facilitate a brief presentation to Senate on the Connected Minds project to both inform colleagues about and celebrate the significant research development.

c. Joint APPRC-ASCP Task Force on Pedagogy

APPRC and ASCP established a joint Task Force on the Future of Pedagogy. Its mandate is to re-examine the 2020-2025 University Academic Plan priority on “21st Century Learning: Diversifying Whom, What, and How We Teach” in light of learnings from the shift to online delivery of programming during the COVID-19 pandemic and pedagogical reform initiatives currently underway in academic units to make high-level recommendations on teaching and learning plans for the University. Members from across the University were selected to participate and have begun their work.

APPRC has committed to provide Senate regular progress reports on the Task Force.

The membership decided to form a small number of working groups, each tasked with envisioning pedagogical futures in a particular area of teaching and learning. In their exploration of how modes of learning can be diversified for current and future students, the groups will examine what worked and what did not work both before and during the COVID-19 pandemic to gather lessons from the successes and failures. The overall task is to break down the siloed experiences of teaching and learning so that colleagues can learn from those situated in other academic units (e.g., programs, departments, Faculties, Schools, etc.) and campuses.
Academic Policy, Planning and Research Committee
Report to Senate

To this end, five working groups have been formed and populated with Task Force members, content experts and an administrative resource. The specific groups are:

- In-person teaching and learning
- Technology-enhanced teaching and learning
- Experiential education (EE) and work-integrated-learning (WIL)
- Scaling and sustaining pedagogical innovations
- Rethinking assessments

They have begun meeting and will continue to convene over the summer months as they work toward the preparation of a report and preliminary recommendations for discussion by the full Task Force membership. Kickstarting their engagement, members undertook a tour of the various kinds of learning spaces across the Keele campus to inform their discussions and deliberations.

The Task Force Co-Chairs, Anita Lam (Associate Dean, Teaching & Learning, LAPS) and myself as APPRC Chair, meet weekly to monitor and support progress.

d. Markham Campus

APPRC continues to monitor and provide input into the preparation of the academic dimensions of the Markham campus, including research, curriculum, and pedagogy. The Committee receives a monthly progress report from the Deputy Provost Markham, Gordon Binsted. The discussions with the Deputy Provost keeps the Committee abreast of the preparations for the delivery of and support for the academic programming at the new campus and faculty engagement in research.

From the discussion with the Deputy Provost in May APPRC advises Senate that:

- good progress is being made to fill the non-academic staff positions at the campus, particularly those to support the development of community and employer partnerships with the experiential education, student placement and work-integrated-learning (WIL) components of the degree programs
- under the leadership of the Director of Digital Services, the preparation of the facilities, equipment, and necessary forms of research support for faculty members on the campus is ongoing
- student recruitment plans are developing, and activities are being held to market the new degree programs
- planning is continuing to launch the new BASc degree program in Digital Technologies in FW 2023 initially at the University’s learning space at IBM Markham
the Vice-Provost Students is actively planning for the variety of student support services to be in place at the campus in FW 2024

building construction is continuing apace

the search process for a Digital Engagement Librarian to be based at Markham is in progress

e. Strategic Repositioning of Glendon

At its meeting in mid-May, the Committee discussed with the Provost the strategic review of Glendon’s academic offerings and administrative structure. Several programs are moving forward in their respective curriculum review and revision exercise to align with the new value proposition defined for Glendon and towards the achievement of a harmonized degree structure within the College. On the companion initiative of departmental restructuring, feedback on a proposal has been provided from Faculty Council with that input informing next iterations of plans and proposals.

In fulfillment of its responsibilities, APPRC is poised to facilitate cross-campus consultation at an appropriate time in the process to support this critical academic planning initiative.

Michael Moir
Chair
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Land Acknowledgment
We recognize that many Indigenous Nations have longstanding relationships with the territories upon which York University campuses are located that precede the establishment of York University. York University acknowledges its presence on the traditional territory of many Indigenous Nations. The area known as Tkaronto has been care taken by the Anishinabek Nation, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, and the Huron-Wendat. It is now home to many First Nation, Inuit and Métis communities. We acknowledge the current treaty holders, the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation. This territory is subject of the Dish with One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement to peaceably share and care for the Great Lakes region.

Foreword
For the past several years, countries have faced the tremendous task of managing a global pandemic with the impacts of the pandemic still widely being felt. From reimaging health care systems to facing new realities such as increased remote work and the acceleration of the digitalization of our economy, the issues we face are wide and far-reaching. While the world is still in the midst of tackling the COVID-19 pandemic and adapting to the many socio-economic changes that it has brought, the pandemic has mobilized researchers at York to help lead and contribute to the global effort to overcome the pandemic by investigating the immediate impact of COVID-19, as well as the long-term implications for society. Moreover, York researchers are also tackling a myriad of other salient local and global developments—from the war in Ukraine sparking the fastest-growing refugee crisis since the Second World War to issues of affordability in Canada – our researchers are addressing a wide range of pressing issues to drive new insights.

As a comprehensive research-intensive institution, York has a proud tradition of interdisciplinary scholarship and the pursuit of discovery and innovation. Its commitment to excellence brings together a rich diversity of perspectives with a strong sense of social responsibility that is making a difference to the world around us. Supporting the University Academic Plan 2020-2025: Building a Better Future, this Strategic Research Plan 2023-2028: Knowledge for the Future: From Creation and Discovery to Application lays out a vision for accelerating the growth and supporting the development of our research, scholarship and creative activity over the next five years. It is a plan that seeks to reaffirm and advance York’s commitment to research excellence and to the development and application of new knowledge to create positive change in our local and global communities. This plan showcases the depth and breadth of research at York – research that is innovative; advances critical inquiry and scientific discovery; examines our beliefs and perceptions; and seeks to impact the social, cultural and economic development of our country and beyond.

The York community has shown an enthusiastic response to the planning process and provided valuable feedback highlighting their aspirations for scholarly research in the context of the overall academic mandate of the University. In this plan, these aspirations provide guidance for the growth and development of research at York over the next five years. By implementing this research plan, we aspire to create opportunities for the entire University to engage in dialogue on emerging big ideas that have the potential to lead to positive change on a large scale. By proactively inciting discussion on emerging issues of societal importance, including the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), involving leading minds representing a broad range of expertise, perspectives and experience, we remain committed to enhancing the well-being of the communities we serve.

Executive Summary
Led by the Office of the Vice-President Research and Innovation (VPRI) and guided by a dedicated Strategic Research Plan Advisory Committee (see Appendix A), the Strategic Research Plan 2023-2028: Knowledge for
the Future: From Creation and Discovery to Application was developed through a broad process of collegial engagement with our academic community. This plan lays out a vision for accelerating the growth and supporting the development of our research, scholarship and creative activity over the next five years and can be read as four sections.

The first section of this plan highlights York University’s mission, research vision and research excellence, with decolonizing research and diversity and inclusivity in research and scholarship underscored as two key pillars of research excellence at the University.

The second section of the plan showcases the depth and breadth of research at York, which is reflected by the University’s six intersecting areas of research strength:

- Advancing Fundamental, Discovery and Theoretical Research and Scholarship
- Illuminating Cultures and Cultivating Creativity
- Building Healthy Lives, Communities and Reimagining Futures
- Reaching New Horizons in Science, Technology and Society
- Pursuing Justice, Equity and Sustainability: From Urban Dynamics to Global Challenges
- Elevating Entrepreneurship Through Socially Responsible Innovation

The research, scholarship and creative activity within each theme are informed by disciplines but are inherently inter- and transdisciplinary in their representation and application. These themes reflect areas of research in which we are demonstrating national and international leadership and are expected to continue to grow and excel over the next five years.

At the same time, there are a select number of more focused areas where we see specific opportunities to further accelerate research growth and success. The third section highlights six areas of opportunity that are timely and provide particular opportunity to build York’s research success. Each of the following foci transects our areas of thematic strength, bringing in expertise from around the University:

- Digital Cultures and Disruptive Technologies
- Healthy Communities, Equity and Global Well-being
- Indigenous Futurities
- Climate Action for a Sustainable Planet
- Social Justice, Peace and Equitable Relations
- Inter- and Transdisciplinary Research Innovation

The final section of the plan outlines the University’s commitment to a strategic combination of broadly based and focused investments to enable research success – this includes continued efforts and investments to support the development of all innovation opportunities, through supporting industry and community engagement and partnerships, knowledge mobilization, entrepreneurship and commercialization. In five years, we expect to have strongly advanced our reputation and trajectory as an internationally leading, research-intensive, comprehensive Canadian university, making a difference in communities and improving society.

**Mission**

The mission of York University is the pursuit, preservation, and dissemination of knowledge. We promise excellence in research and teaching in pure, applied and professional fields. We test the boundaries and
structures of knowledge. We cultivate the critical intellect. York University is part of Toronto: we are dynamic, metropolitan and multi-cultural. York University is part of Canada: we encourage bilingual study, we value diversity. York University is open to the world: we explore global concerns. A community of faculty, students, staff, alumni and volunteers committed to academic freedom, social justice, accessible education, and collegial self-governance, York University makes innovation its tradition. *Tentanda Via*: The way must be tried.

**Research Vision**

This plan seeks to advance York’s research vision – to aspire to better understand the human condition and the world around us, and to employ the knowledge we gain in the service of society and the health of the planet. York is committed to excellence in research and scholarship in all its forms. Informed by a strong commitment to shared values, including the promotion of social justice, diversity, equity, the public good, social engagement and global citizenship, we believe that intensive engagement in research is a core institutional value that permeates the fabric of the University, and it is this foundation on which York’s vibrant and exciting academic environment is built. This plan focuses on advancing the frontiers of knowledge through scholarship and research of the highest quality. This is reaffirmed through York’s commitment embedded in its mission, vision and values.

**Research Excellence**

From its inception to our present standing as a diverse and comprehensive research and teaching institution, York has focused not only on new discoveries and the creation of new knowledge but also on how this knowledge can be used to benefit cultures and societies as broadly as possible. Research at York has seen remarkable growth, with an expansion of world-leading research, scholarship and creative activity in the fine arts, social sciences, humanities, education, law, science and business. This is accompanied by rapidly growing leadership in health and engineering that is broadening and deepening York’s engagement with and impact on our communities.

York researchers have played key roles in many of the important discoveries and influential scholarship of the past six decades. Some examples include space instrumentation for the exploration of Mars; impacting the way we think about youth homelessness; understanding the changes brought about by colonial expansion on Indigenous societies; advancing understanding of biological and computer vision; studying the formation and development of language policy; generating new insights into brain development in children; examining lifelong learning linked to brain performance; encouraging civic dialogue through performance and public art; working to improve the global plight of refugees; shaping future thought on suburbanization and today’s ecological crisis; mapping the spread of infectious diseases through mathematical modelling; and using law to address social inequalities.

York scholars have achieved the highest recognition in their fields and follow in the tradition of our many accomplished scholars. They include over 150 Royal Society Fellows and new Members of the College, and 25 Distinguished Research Professors. York scholars have been inducted and named as Killam Prize winners, Guggenheim Fellows, Humboldt Fellows, Fulbright Scholars and Trudeau Foundation Fellows. They have been recognized with the Arthur B. McDonald Fellowships (formerly the E.W.R. Steacie Fellowships) and Governor General’s Awards and have received a range of disciplinary honorifics and prizes for their books, lectures and other scholarly achievements. York’s allocation of 38 Canada Research Chairs, which are complemented by over 50 York Research Chairs and over 30 named Chairs and Professorships, demonstrates the University’s support for its faculty and their research excellence across disciplines. The work of our scholars enriches the teaching, research and overall learning environment for our students – our next generation of leaders and thinkers.
Notably, research at York is strongly engaged internationally and has significant global impact. York boasts some of the world’s top researchers contributing to over 150 topic areas with nearly 35% of our publications in the top 10% of journals worldwide. Ranked prominently within the influential Times Higher Education Impact Rankings, York places 33rd in the world in meeting the United Nations SDGs, positioning York among the top 6% of universities worldwide for the last several years. Further, over the last 10 years, York has been top ranked among Ontario universities for our global collaborative research publications. Within the next five years, we expect to increase the scope of our international leadership recognition by at least 10% and significantly increase our rankings across all topic areas.

The York community understands the importance of translating discovery into action and seeks to engage the world around us in collaborative, participatory and partnered research that is inclusive, builds long-term relationships and brings tangible benefits to the communities with which we work. York has seized on these opportunities and has made long-term investments in supporting participatory and collaborative research and scholarship that reaches from Toronto and its region, across Canada and around the world. Currently, York has over 300 active partnerships with international institutions that enables the movement and exchange of researchers and trainees.

Leading examples of the international reach of York’s research include the York-led Refugee Research Network bringing together Canadian and international scholars in the study of refugee and forced migration issues; a York-based global partnership of feminist urban researchers studying, educating and advocating around women’s livelihoods in eight cities in the Global South; utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) and data science models in helping to predict viral transmission of disease and mitigate new infections in the developing world; the establishment of Connected Minds: Neural & Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society for creating an international hub of expertise in socially responsible research and technology to optimize societal benefits and mitigate risks of human-machine interactions; the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) establishing the Toronto Centre of Excellence on Youth Homelessness Prevention at York to assess the state of youth homelessness and prevention in the 56 member states of the UNECE. Similarly, some significant health and science projects are driven by research collaborations with international partners, such as our partnership with Qatar University and other partners in leading the development of the first International Cardiac Rehabilitation Registry program; and our long-standing collaborations with the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), NASA, and the European Space Agency.

We enhance our impact locally and globally through the graduates we prepare and the research, scholarship and creative activity we create. York takes an integrative approach to teaching and research - undergraduate and graduate students, as well as postdoctoral fellows, enjoy the active mentorship of internationally recognized scholars, and are provided access to cutting-edge research infrastructure and an exciting and engaged environment for the pursuit of discovery. York hosts one of the largest cohorts of graduate students in the country, and York’s graduate and postdoctoral fellows are key drivers of the University’s research excellence and scholarly success – from trainees to professor emeriti, we are committed to the continued support of researchers across the lifespan.

York has a strong commitment to supporting our continued growth and application of our research, scholarship and creative activity through focused planning documents, including the UAP 2020-2025. As emphasized in its “Six Priorities for Action,” the UAP describes the continued growth and acceleration in our research, scholarship and creative activity as key to the overall success of the institution. Furthermore, the UAP makes strong commitments to expanding the success of research at York over the next five years, with a focus on deepening York’s research contributions in addressing complex and pressing issues, such as those highlighted by the United Nations SDGs. Additionally, York’s Open Access Policy reinforces our commitment to the democratization of
knowledge by making our research widely accessible through an open access repository. As the importance and prominence of research, scholarship and creative activity continue to intensify at York, this Strategic Research Plan provides the next level of detail in articulating our strategy for translating our research ambition into successful outcomes and contributions.

Commitment to Decolonizing Research

York is committed to diversity of thought and strives to pursue inclusive excellence by decolonizing research and ensuring that our researchers are committed to a global mindset, ethical judgment, and critical integration of diverse ideas and worldviews. Founded in 1959 on the traditional territory of the Anishinabek Nation, The Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the Huron-Wendat, York acknowledges our colonial roots and recognizes that decolonizing research requires intentional examination of the ongoing colonial processes, practices and Western ways of thinking that continue to delegitimize and devalue Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous peoples at York University. York values the achievements of Indigenous scholars and students in research, teaching and learning. We are committed to addressing ongoing barriers deeply rooted in colonial practices and policies that govern research policies and procedures (including, for example, grant administration, ethical review and grant adjudication), that may conflict with Indigenous research methodologies. All peoples have greatly benefited from Indigenous knowledges, languages and ways of knowing and being. Accordingly, York continues to interrogate our ways of functioning critically and systematically in all aspects of the academy that inadvertently or otherwise interfere with our commitment to supporting, recognizing and valuing Indigenous knowledges and Indigenous scholars.

Furthermore, York’s emphasis on interdisciplinarity provides national and international leadership in the promotion of new approaches to research and scholarship. In particular, York is committed to working with Indigenous communities (First Nations, Inuit and Métis) and York-based Indigenous scholars to deepen our understandings of respectful forms of research engagement, development and application. The UAP affirms York’s commitment to the Indigenous Framework in its “Six Priorities for Action,” including building stronger relationships with Indigenous communities. In the Winter 2023 term, the Office of the Vice-President Research and Innovation (VPRI) will launch the first fully Indigenous Research Ethics Board, led and advised by Indigenous members, with the aim of providing oversight and ethics review into research involving Indigenous peoples (First Nations, Inuit and Métis). To further support Indigenous members of York’s community, this plan identifies Indigenous Futurities as an opportunity to advance social, cultural, artistic, policy, legal, economic and justice areas that holistically shape Indigenous experience. York remains committed to building community partnerships in research and to facilitating research that respects Indigenous approaches to knowledge and learning.

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusivity in Research and Scholarship

This plan reaffirms York’s long-standing commitment to the values of equity, diversity, inclusion and social justice. York believes that our diverse community, research excellence and commitment to collaboration facilitates responses to complex challenges that serve the public good and create positive change in the communities we serve. We acknowledge that creating positive change requires that all members of our diverse community are equally valued and recognized and feel a sense of belonging, common purpose and shared responsibility to enrich and support each other’s work.

As we build on our strengths across areas of research, scholarship and creative activity, we recognize that the nature of our respectful relationships with each other is paramount for our ongoing success. As such, we aim to nurture an equitable and inclusive environment where all members of the York community experience a
strong sense of belonging and well-being. This includes cultivating equitable and inclusive research environments in which the intersecting social relations of power are continually analyzed and challenged. This also includes meaningful and genuine research partnerships with communities in the cities and urban regions of which we are a part.

Meanwhile, York is continuing to create and sustain diverse research teams and encourage research programs in equity-deserving communities. This involves the continued support of scholarship for equity-deserving groups, the Dimensions Charter, and the advocacy and work related to Tri-Council funding and programs. As outlined in the UAP, we are also continuing our actions to support reconciliation and transformation through our Indigenous Framework and intensifying our systematic efforts to embed human rights, equity, diversity and inclusion training across the University.

**Research Areas of Strength: Comprehensive Research Engagement across the Institution**

York is providing nationally and internationally recognized research leadership across six broad intersecting areas:

- Advancing Fundamental, Discovery and Theoretical Research and Scholarship
- Illuminating Cultures and Cultivating Creativity
- Building Healthy Lives, Communities and Reimagining Futures
- Reaching New Horizons in Science, Technology and Society
- Pursuing Justice, Equity and Sustainability: From Urban Dynamics to Global Challenges
- Elevating Entrepreneurship Through Socially Responsible Innovation

Each area includes a broad segment of scholarship and is built upon a number of research strengths, where York maintains research excellence and forms the basis for York’s recognition as a leading Canadian research institution. York is committed to ongoing investment that will support these research areas across the institution, which, in turn, will enhance the influence and recognition of our scholarship and creative activity more broadly. In highlighting these key research themes, we continue to strategically support our traditional research strengths and advance our research vision.

**Advancing Fundamental, Discovery and Theoretical Research and Scholarship**

A primary function of universities is to train critical minds, to inspire new generations and to encourage questioning of the fundamental values and assumptions of our world. The promotion of critical scholarship that challenges common assumptions and questions mainstream values facilitates understanding of the world as we see it. Research at York begins with appreciating the importance of fundamental inquiry, theoretical research and creative scholarship to advance social, scientific and technological developments for solving complex societal problems. Throughout the University, scholars are investigating the world that surrounds us: from the investigation of cells to discovering the cosmos; from the study of moral, political and legal philosophy to pure mathematics; from the investigation of molecular and subatomic interactions to exploring the human brain; from the poetic representations of data and generative systems in light and sound to the novel use of artificial agents in interactive environments; from the study of Indigenous life, cultures and traditions to the critical examination of the origins and reproduction of the nation-state, political institutions and non-state systems of governance; from the separation of neuroscience and computational vision, to their integration to yield novel insights into how we perceive and interact with the world around us.
While York values the benefits of applied research and development, we recognize that fundamental scholarship, systematic examination, and the development of creative works and scholarly activities remain essential to the advancement of knowledge that moves from discovery to invention and back again, requiring a model that transcends disciplinary boundaries and facilitates collaboration. At York, the advancement of fundamental discovery research and theoretical research is sought through the formulation and exploration of critical questions that push the boundaries of traditional modes of inquiry and scholarship. In the social sciences and humanities, a critical approach embraces reflective assessments of society, cultural change and ways of knowing. To advance critical social and cultural theory, researchers are exploring historical change; political activism; the social and economic transformations of societies within Canada and around the world; and how culture has been and continues to be a crucial means of expression and an avenue for creative problem solving. Other forms of fundamental research in social sciences range from engaging in the study of work, employment and labour in the context of a constantly changing global economy; deepening our understanding of urbanization processes and the city lives and landscapes that are created; enhancing knowledge of issues related to a variety of transnational phenomena that are rapidly changing society, law and governance; and emphasizing community-engaged scholarship, real-world and needs-driven research, and evidence-based training for effective emergency management.

Critical scholarship at York is a hallmark of the institution and is apparent in the research conducted in the natural sciences, engineering, arts, humanities and social sciences. Across disciplines, the profound dedication to equity is reflected in research devoted to understanding and transforming attitudes towards constructs of race, class, identity, gender and power differentials in a range of social, political, educational, ecological and economic formations. Through a critical lens, researchers at York are exploring the effects of the global movement of people, by displacement or through growing diasporas and the rapidly changing urban regions of which the University is an integral part. Researchers are exploring language acquisition and theories of linguistic variation, and educational models that help us understand more clearly the role of language in multicultural societies. By pushing the boundaries of innovative form and expression in the visual and performing arts, researchers probe cultural attitudes towards race, sexual identity and marginalized groups. Indigenous languages and knowledges as vital sources of insights for our world and for future generations are an essential aspect of this research.

York displays strong research leadership in discovery-based science across physics, chemistry, pure mathematics, biology, psychology and other disciplines. Astrophysics researchers use observations and theory to study the origin and evolution of structure in the universe, including the role that dark matter plays and how galaxies take shape. Using lasers to trap and hold individual atoms, quantum optics researchers are measuring atomic energy states with unprecedented precision, so that even the reliability of fundamental constants can be tested. York’s high-energy physicists are bringing leadership to large-scale international initiatives through TRIUMF (Canada’s National Laboratory for Particle and Nuclear Physics), the ATLAS collaboration at CERN (the European Organization for Nuclear Research), the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), the Main Injector Neutrino ExpeRiment to study v-A interactions (MINErVA), and the T2K collaboration in Japan that is seeking out and studying the elementary particles of which everything is comprised, including neutrinos, antimatter, the Higgs boson and magnetic monopoles. Fundamental research in physics, mathematics and other natural sciences at York has formed the basis of future technologies and toolsets that results in solutions for real-world problems. For example, innovative and critical advances in pure mathematical concepts in analysis, probability, and image and signal processing continue to yield novel health, finance and AI applications and technologies.

Biological research at York extends from molecules to cells, organisms, populations and ecosystems. York
researchers are pushing the boundaries of genomics and proteomics to more fully understand how the expression of genes is regulated and to determine the structure and function of proteins and other macromolecules encoded by the genome. Other fundamental bioinformatics research ranges from investigating how growth factors, hormones and microRNAs regulate oocyte maturation and placental development and how their dysregulation contributes to the pathogenesis of preeclampsia, to developing novel techniques to extract mammal DNA from the air that we breathe. Our academics working as a part of York’s Centre for Vision Research focus on the intersection of biological and computational vision, and work in close collaboration to yield an integrated understanding of visual perception that spans from basic mathematical and computational principles to how these principles are implemented in biological mechanisms. These fundamental investigations support novel applications ranging from visual aids for people with disabilities to new generation autonomous robots for navigating unknown terrains.

Physiological, metabolic, behavioural, biochemical and genetic processes are being investigated in different model systems, including yeast, filamentous fungi, insects, fish, bees and mice. Researchers in chemistry and biology are elucidating the structure of molecules and proteins by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography and mass spectrometry, and are making original contributions to chemical biology and organic, inorganic and physical chemistry, while others are exploring the fundamentals of animal behaviour and cognition, including migration patterns and how animals adapt to and interact with their environments. Other critical research activities in natural sciences include studying brain function, mapping and wiring, predicting the effects of environmental stressors, such as climate change, invasive species and habitat alteration on ecosystems, and studying the genetics and evolution of social insects to guide the conservation of native pollinators to improve their health.

Illuminating Cultures and Cultivating Creativity

As an important contributor to the advancement of creative work and scholarship in the arts and culture in Canada, York is an emerging leader in the conception of new media and design of digital technologies and a groundbreaker in cultural production and creative research. This dynamic creativity is complemented by the creation of original and experimental works of art, the science of human experience, the analysis of media and culture, and the implementation of new technologies that increasingly shape everyday lives. York researchers are investigating the future narrative of emerging forms of cultural expression, interactive storytelling, mobile media, entertainment and gaming, immersive education and training, gallery installations and interactive cinema, including 3D cinema and stereography.

The significant breadth and scope of scholarship in communications and cultural studies, fine arts, design, interactive arts and other digital humanities, computing science and engineering, philosophy and environmental studies, literature and linguistics and creative writing, draw together a community of researchers who cut across traditional disciplinary boundaries to facilitate dynamic collaborations in arts-and-culture-related research creation. This includes the internet of things, social media, 3D simulations and animation; artistic theories and cultural impact; interactive art and immersive environments; the implementation of participatory design, maker methods, physical computing, digital fabrication, wearable computing and creative coding for the creation of novel digital forms. It is also includes the expansion of emerging virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality media; the application of expertise in audio-visual signal processing, AI and robotics towards new conceptions of responsive living environments; design and development of assistive technologies and other project–based research that integrates scientific investigation and creative expression into new critically computational futures.

York’s Sensorium engages in research creation, curatorial and scholarly projects ranging from performance,
media environments and ecologies; future cinema and next generation gaming; and social practice and community engagement based on interdisciplinary collaboration. Research creation in performance, explores the spectrum of performance, focused on the intersection of the human body and adaptive media systems. Work in this cluster traverses theories of multisensory experience, applications of sensing technologies, open-ended participatory artificial life environments and the intersection of machine agents and the performing arts. Research-creation in future cinema and next-generation gaming involves the creation of new stories for new screens, researchers who are developing integrated, performance-based and networked media projects, ranging from interactive documentaries, AR and VR, large-format media, and pervasive games alongside site-specific interventions, to develop digital technologies that are expanding the affective and cinematic geographies of contemporary media cultures. Within social practice and community engagement, researchers are exploring how digital and communication-based media can be creatively used to foster social and political change with a focus on cyber-activism, virtual reality in human rights work, and building community connection and dissent through social media.

Research in these areas depends increasingly on engineering technologies and is complemented by AI research conducted in the Centre for Artificial Intelligence and Society (CAIS) and the York University Libraries. Researchers at York’s Social and Technological Systems Lab combine robotics engineering and interactive product design to develop solutions and interventions for the aging population, people with dementia and interactive learners. York’s research librarians advance our research culture and reputation by providing leadership in evolving data-driven research methodologies used in digital scholarship and in managing research data to maximize accessibility. York University Libraries are actively exploring how to better extend this infrastructure into new modes of capturing, managing and exploiting information and large sets of data, and developing new ways to visualize and understand this data to support new forms of cultural expression. York’s Motion Media Studio, an interdisciplinary studio space at Cinespace, enables access to state-of-the-art technology, such as markerless motion-performance capture, AR, VR, and immersive environments and motion simulation.

At York, creative cultural production is complemented by the critical study of cultural traditions, production and performance practices, including Indigenous narratives and storytelling. The focus of research collaboration with Indigenous communities centers on decolonizing education, strengthening community and cultural reclamation, and exploring Indigenous methodologies through visual storytelling. Digital storytelling is also helping to advance the understanding of Indigenous student achievement and the processes of decolonizing and indigenizing schools. For example, linguistics scholars have been assisting in the development of language policy as it affects public education in Nunavut, and they are providing insight into how language policy has led to the threats experienced by francophone cultures in Ontario and Quebec. In anthropology, researchers critically explore how people are subjected to, participate in and contest the processes of living in a world that is interconnected by powerful economic, cultural and technological forces. Historical scholars examine the forces and thinking that have shaped cultures in the past as a starting point for acting and thinking in the present, while the politics of contemporary, popular and more traditional forms of cultural expression are examined from a current political science, sociological and communications perspective. In theatre, York researchers have traced the genealogical development of performance studies in Canada and are providing leadership in major international research projects from Bali to South Africa.

Researchers are exploring art, digital media and globalization to better understand how artists in different cities contribute to the development of new cultural and informational landscapes. Scholars in this area are documenting new cultural formations and community-based cultures – from urban parks to transitory performances in neighbourhoods and virtual spaces on the internet. Design researchers imagine new intelligent user interfaces for the future that inform our understanding of communications technology in the
world today. Practice-based research in dance is focusing on dance science, including the psychological aspects of injury as well as prevention research, and motor learning and motor control, while other types of scholarship is focusing on dance history and criticism. York’s music scholars are engaging in highly recognized investigations, integrating academic studies and studio training across a wide range of musical cultures and traditions. Ethnomusicological research creation is exploring the lived experience and the ongoing significance of music in defining the self and community within a context of global destabilization. Other researchers are exploring the intersections of cinema and media with technology and art; examining intellectual property law, regulation and policy issues, and rights management; and developing a deeper understanding of management practices across the creative arts and cultural industries.

Building Healthy Lives, Communities and Reimagining Futures

York researchers are focusing on improving the understanding of the structural, systemic and individual factors that drive health outcomes, keeping people healthier for longer and redefining and advancing new ways to create positive change. Our researchers are shaping the future of the health and well-being landscape by increasing fundamental knowledge, translating knowledge and enhancing practical applications. Supporting pioneering work allows researchers to improve the understanding, prevention and treatment of disease and injuries, with an emphasis on advancing the most promising practices for access to care, cost, accountability, administrative efficiency and effectiveness, while focusing on advancing equity and improving health care outcomes. A sampling of health-related research at York includes biomedical discovery; healthy aging and age equity; Indigenous understandings of healthy environments; exploring links between urbanization and pandemic outbreaks; the promotion of mental, creative and physical health; critical examinations of disabilities; the social determinants of health; analyses of global health and global health governance; health informatics and disease modelling; bioethics; exploring bullying behaviours; health equity within nursing research; kinesiology; nutrition; health policy and management; clinical psychology; neuroscience; and situating wellness in the contexts of history, culture and the lived environment. This expansive approach to health research is making a significant contribution towards UN SDGs such as SDG 3 (Good Health and Well-Being) and SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities) that focus on improving the overall health and well-being of individuals, communities and environments.

York’s growing reputation as a leader in global and transdisciplinary health research is reflected in the establishment of our strong global health links, such as those formed through the WHO Collaborating Centre on Global Governance of Antimicrobial Resistance (WHOCC) at York as part of York’s Global Strategy Lab, working to address transnational health threats and social inequalities. In addition, York supports six health-specific Organized Research Units (ORUs) that seek to both inform and transform policy, planning and practice such as York University’s Centre for Aging Research and Education, drawing on lessons from the pandemic to address gaps in long-term residential care, transitioning patients from hospital to home or redefining what it means to age well in urban centres.

A sampling of York’s integrative health research extends from the laboratory to the community, from cells to society. For example, researchers working in the Centre for Vision Research (CVR) are advancing understanding of how the human brain works and contributing to improved rehabilitation for stroke patients and patients with head injuries and new treatments for vision loss. As well, our researchers are offering new routes of investigation and insight into the genetic, molecular and cellular neurobiology and environmental effects on brain development in children with autism. Interdisciplinary teams within the Muscle Health Research Centre (MHRC) are generating new insights and elucidating interactions between health, nutrition and disease, including relationships between diabetes, stress and physical activity, optimizing mitochondrial health and developing strategies to manage hypoglycemia and muscle wasting. In the biomedical sciences, research
ranges from bioengineering that is improving medical device technology (improving diagnosis and screening), to interdisciplinary approaches designed to improve understanding and treatment of severely debilitating and chronic conditions, including a broad range of neurological health disorders, concussion, dementia and more within York’s Centre for Integrative and Applied Neuroscience (CIAN). Two other examples from within the wide spectrum of health-related research activities are the Dahdaleh Institute for Global Health Research, which is developing novel solutions for planetary health, global health and humanitarianism, and global health foresighting; and the Krembil Centre for Health Management and Leadership, which is advancing the calibre of management and leadership in the burgeoning health industry. Additionally, York researchers are advancing discoveries in cancer research, such as identifying cancer biomarkers and developing new therapies to enhance the quality of life for patients with cancer and their families.

Our researchers are working to address discrimination by monitoring the human rights of persons with disabilities worldwide, along with health-related inequalities for all people, including those who face increased health risks. Others are focusing on enhancing literacy and educational involvement and well-being among marginalized populations, including Indigenous peoples, women, rural populations, persons with disabilities, economically disadvantaged groups, immigrants, and ethnic and cultural minorities. Child and youth research produces leading scholarship on youth homelessness, mental health, education and relationships and development of infants, children, youth and diverse families. Others are looking to break down Western paradigms of health care and remove systematic barriers for Indigenous and other communities. With a focus on promoting wellness, healthy aging and improving quality of life, health scientists with the MHRC are exploring critical questions involving muscle health and its metabolism, and engineers are designing technologies for the aging population, improving mobility and quality of life. Other areas of health-related research include the influences of air and water quality on human health; the association of sustainable growth on individual and population health; the use of biomolecular interactions to diagnose and treat diseases; and women’s health, sexuality, including the intersection of LGBTQ2S sexuality, gender, and human rights.

Capacity-building partnerships that bring together clinicians, patients and researchers in a collaborative way are integral to York’s health-focused research. For example, we are partnering to advance digital health solutions, health informatics, integrated electronic health records, as well as providing health solutions to inform policy and improve outcomes for patients while influence clinical decision making. Building on these areas, York is developing new programming in health intelligence, health informatics and a new data science program to provide our students with the skills they need to succeed in navigating the future of health care. Other partnerships include working with neighbouring full-service hospitals and community-based health care service networks to enhance training, research and innovation, and exploring ways to improve safety in the health care system through enhancing patient-centred care.

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound impact on all facets of our health and health care systems, rendering visible the structural barriers to health inequity. York researchers continue to be active in examining many of the different angles and impacts of the pandemic – as a transnational health threat underscoring the interconnected nature of health, from disease modelling and migration to substantial impacts on our mental and physical health. Neuroscientists and psychologists are studying how wearing protective masks may affect our ability to recognize faces and scientists are informing public behaviour on effective mask choice and personal protective equipment in guarding against infections. York researchers continue to study the underlying social determinants of health that drive inequality and accelerate illness and disease transmission across the world. They are examining and providing a broader understanding of intersecting issues, including global health governance, social engagement and social justice in overcoming health inequities within countries and between the Global North and Global South. Our researchers are
utilizing AI and data science models in helping to predict viral transmission and assisting local health authorities in mitigating new infections in the developing world. Studies are looking at outcomes of the pandemic response and recovery phase linking pandemic stigma to negative psychological, economic and health outcomes for certain diaspora communities in globalized urban centres. As well, research is enabling advocacy for mental health support for frontline workers, informing policy to help mitigate gender-based violence associated with the pandemic, and supporting differentially affected racialized populations and communities.

Our researchers are providing a critical voice in the debate over health care reform in Canada. They are addressing privatization, healthy aging, the erosion of universal health care, worker shortages and inequities in health care. The recent pandemic has intensified this debate and floodlit these challenges. Conducting wide-ranging investigations on systemic issues like racial bias in the health care system is key to gaining a better understanding of the diverse Canadian population and helping to inform decision makers on creating a more responsive and compassionate system. This includes a focus on how institutions shape the experiences of people who use them. Additional research on larger age equity issues, a systematic analysis of the increasing levels of privatization within our long-term care system, and promoting improved policies and practices that affect conditions and wages for care workers are three areas contributing to positive change through important and impactful research.

**Reaching New Horizons in Science, Technology and Society**

York is internationally renowned for its interdisciplinary approach to solving complex problems facing our world today. We pride ourselves for sustaining a framework for socially responsible and inclusive research by co-creating research goals with multidisciplinary academic-community teams, while striving to predict the impact of scientific developments and emerging technologies on society. Our researchers develop solutions that address large-scale challenges, ranging from environmental sustainability, water sanitation, and clean energy to youth homelessness prevention, modelling and mitigating pandemic spread, and disaster and emergency management. They also inform social decision making by recognizing that solutions to complex contemporary grand challenges have multiple interacting natural, social, scientific and technical features. York assigns high priority to understanding these complex issues, researching practical solutions and communicating our expertise to science and non-science academics, practitioners, policy makers and entrepreneurs, as well as the public at large.

York is home to 31 ORUs, which serve as synergistic hubs for participatory research programs that bring together expertise from across disciplines spanning science, technology, society and the arts. The recently inaugurated CAIS unites researchers who are collectively advancing state-of-the-art theory and practice of AI systems, law, governance and public policy. Their research focuses on AI systems that address societal priorities in health care, smart cities and sustainability, and that are fair, explainable, reliable and trusted. Likewise, the CIAN aims to explain the biological basis of human behaviour in health and disease. In collaboration with researchers from the CVR, they are integrating the fields of visual psychology, computer vision, robotics and visual neuroscience as they investigate new models of human visual mechanisms and the ways that will lead to visually intelligent machines. York University has a strong history of impactful research activities in water-related fields through its interdisciplinary collaboration with external academic, government and industrial stakeholders. The One WATER ORU engages in interdisciplinary world-class research on sustainability, water education, AI, resource recovery and reuse as well as their environmental and societal implications.

York is making significant contributions to support the policy-making process and advance societal change.
Through a range of inter and transdisciplinary research initiatives that foster strong relationships with governmental agencies, stakeholders and communities, initiatives such as CIFAL York, a part of the United Nations Institute for Training and Research, serves as a hub for knowledge exchange and capacity building among government officials, the private sector, academia and civil society. Through community-engaged scholarship, real-world and needs-driven research, and evidence-based training, the York Emergency Mitigation, Engagement, Response, and Governance Institute (Y-EMERGE) is also working to transform the way societies understand, analyze, manage and govern crises, disasters and emergencies. Meanwhile, with the goal of placing youth homelessness and prevention onto public policy agendas everywhere, the Toronto Centre of Excellence on Youth Homelessness Prevention, established by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), assesses the state of youth homelessness and prevention in the 56 member states of the UNECE through engaged international research.

York is an international leader in space science, engineering, geomatics and environmental sciences research. Researchers are leading the contribution of scientific instruments for space missions supported by the Canadian, American and European space agencies. This research involves the development of space flight instruments, planetary exploration and Earth observation. Our researchers in the Centre for Research in Earth and Space Science (CRESS) have led the Canadian contributions to NASA’s Phoenix mission to Mars and NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission. These researchers are also involved in NASA’s Mars Curiosity Rover mission and, leading the Canadian part of NASA’s OSIRIS-APEX mission. York has recently launched the Microsystems Technologies and Application (CREATE-MTA) program that aims to address the need for innovation in Microsystems technologies, which play a critical role in various areas such as aerospace avionics, environmental monitoring, health and safety, and flexible and printed electronics. Our ESSE researchers are leading investigations into mass and volume reduction for rocket-launching satellites, self-sustained medical support for human spaceflight and biopharmaceuticals.

York researchers also have an established track record of leadership in atmospheric research with observations to investigate the processes of climate, weather and air quality, as well as broad engagement in the environmental monitoring of air, water and biodiversity. York’s Centre for Bee Ecology, Evolution and Conservation (BEEc) is home to a network of leading interdisciplinary researchers who are fostering critical research to better understand these vital organisms, help secure their health, and impact policies and environmental management for the long-term sustainability of bees and the dynamic ecosystem services they provide.

Scholars in the humanities and social sciences expand our critical understanding of science and technology by exploring their social, cultural, political, philosophical and material dimensions. This research offers unique interdisciplinary perspectives on both the historical development and contemporary challenges of scientific and technological practices and discourses. Researchers from across the University are collaborating on projects in the development of technologies in the digital arts, computing and engineering. Further, with the development of new technologies come new legal issues and rapidly evolving legal and social norms. York’s legal scholars are exploring the complex legal and governance issues surrounding intellectual property, AI and technology law, and interacting with their colleagues in science and engineering. For example, the Institute for Technoscience and Society (ITS) is a research hub focusing on the relationship between technoscience and society, and cultivates comparative and transnational research, collaboration, policy-thinking and practice. Additionally, IP Osgoode explores legal governance issues at the intersection of intellectual property (IP) law and technology, considering issues of access, privacy, and ethics, as well as intersecting areas of contract, health, labour, Indigenous, environmental, constitutional, corporate and international law, all within a variety of disciplines, from business and sciences to the arts.
In mathematics and statistics, researchers are undertaking leading-edge studies that focus on applications in both the sciences and health sciences. They are developing new mathematical models for the prediction of disease transmission and the geosimulation of how a disease spreads, and they are coordinating several academic-industrial collaborations in data mining, neural networks, pattern recognition and vaccine mathematics, modelling and manufacturing. Significant contributions to this research are being made by researchers in the life sciences, with emphasis on biochemistry and molecular biology, cell biology, ecology and population biology, genetics and animal and plant science, and mathematics. Researchers in chemical and physical sciences are pushing the boundaries of nanotechnology and advancing the fields of synthetic chemistry, drug discovery and materials science.

Pursuing Justice, Equity and Sustainability: From Urban Dynamics to Global Challenges

Guided by both the UAP and York’s sustainability goals, our researchers draw on the strengths of our diverse and inclusive community to approach justice, equity and sustainability through a holistic lens of collaboration, innovation and knowledge mobilization. As York continues to pursue inclusive excellence by decolonizing research, Indigenous scholars at York are sharing their knowledge with allies and are forging new Indigenous understandings of the natural world and of reconciliation in a world still largely dominated by settler institutions. Through socially engaged projects and partnerships, our researchers are asking critical questions that probe the nature and possibilities for justice, equity and sustainability in local and global contexts. This has allowed York researchers to make great contributions to UN SDGs such as SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities), SDG 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities) and SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions). The creation of the new Faculty of Environmental and Urban Change has signaled the centrality of these concerns in York’s research profile.

The nature and scale of existing societal and environmental challenges require a broad spectrum of research approaches that result in positive change. York researchers are pursuing collaborative, integrative and solution-oriented research on environmental issues at multiple campuses in various countries and through international research partnerships that traverse borders and span social sciences, humanities, arts, natural sciences, law, business and engineering. For example, York has initiated global research collaborations to search for ways to challenge the inequities that produce uneven anti-microbial resistance across the world. We create original scholarship that squarely addresses the relationships between urban food insecurity, poverty and housing crises and translate research findings into change-oriented and accountable public policy. In addition to cutting-edge sustainability initiatives on York’s Keele and Glendon campuses, our EcoCampus at the Las Nubes Biological Reserve in Costa Rica provides an important link to the surrounding communities and acts as a living laboratory where issues of neo-tropical conservation, education and eco-health are explored.

York researchers are studying water quality in Canadian aquatic environments and investigating threats to these habitats. They are examining the health impact of climate on vector-borne and waterborne diseases; analyzing water degradation due to plastics in lakes and other water sources; predicting climate change patterns using insect sub-fossils; studying the migratory patterns and health of forest songbirds; and studying invasive insects within ecosystems under threat. York is a research leader in the biodiversity and conservation of bee populations that are vital to the pollination of wild plants and crops, which in turn produce food for human consumption. Ecologists and environmental scientists study the effects of multiple environmental stressors on different ecosystems and develop computer models to predict these effects. This research advances our understanding of how climate change, urban development, contaminants and invasive species threaten the North American landscape and the biodiversity that is essential to human existence.
York researchers lead tool and process development to advance the measurement of Ecological Footprint and Biocapacity, to help reduce Canada’s overall carbon footprint, and build sustainable energy sources of the future. This includes implementing York’s Energy Management Plan to accelerate greenhouse gas emission reductions from the University’s central utilities and deep retrofits to buildings, and the development of power and renewable energy systems and materials for green infrastructure, such as micro- and nano-structure bio-materials. Critical research is being conducted in engineering that is focused on various waste to energy initiatives, for example, reducing carbon emissions by extracting energy and other resources from wastewater, developing low carbon building materials, and developing novel engineering tools to better plan and operate energy and transport systems, including researching other promising advancements like hydrogen fuel.

As an urban university with internationally recognized expertise in urban design, planning, housing and sustainable transportation to facilitate and integrate city life, York researchers are engaging with challenging issues related to urban sprawl and the politics of environmental integrity in urban settings. By bridging social and environmental research and public policy, York leads the world in research on suburban development globally as an approach to examining governance, land use, migration, infrastructure and daily life. York researchers are focusing on urban immigration gateways, like Toronto, looking to enhance the social, economic and political inclusion of newcomers to Canadian cities, and they are investigating gendered urban insecurities in the urban Global South.

Scholars at York are also investigating the ethical implications of climate change, including the responsibilities we have for future generations. Issues of cultural citizenship, community and the environment are being explored by researchers through a range of experimental and creative practices that emphasize public art installations and scholarly publications that examine urban development, Inuit culture and climate change. York researchers are also exploring climatic and environmental change in Europe, the Americas, Africa and Asia across various historical periods and showing how these shifts have had profound social, economic and political effects over time. As Canada continues to strive to reach its goal of net-zero emissions by 2050, York researchers have engaged in research that addresses the justice dimensions of the transition to a greener economy, contestation over extraction, new energy systems and the distribution of pollution burdens affecting marginalized communities and vulnerable populations, including through the development of ecological footprint indicators. Moreover, as advances in information technologies have fostered a digital world that involves all aspects of the society, our researchers are delving into promoting justice and sustainability of the digital world by addressing challenges shaping human activity and changing the way we live. The emerging data economy presents unique challenges and opportunities, including difficulties in data valuation, a conflict between the public good and private gain, and an ever-increasing potential for biased data analytics.

Legal scholarship probes important environmental, equity and human rights issues in Canadian and global environmental law, including those related to Indigenous peoples and the environment. This work is complemented by research on natural resources law; the impact of resource development on constitutionally protected Indigenous rights and treaty rights; ethical investment; governance for sustainability; and sustainable finance. The theoretical and practical implications of law’s role in a just, equitable and sustainable society underscore all this work. York researchers are established international leaders in research on equity and intersectional relations of inequality and oppression. These include anti-poverty analysis in Canada and in the Global South; politics and processes of racialization; workers’ rights and labour organizing; inclusive approaches to gender and sexuality; as well as critiques of ableism and its resulting inequalities. Feminist research at York examines national and transnational issues, applying analyses of race, gender, sexuality and other axes of difference to labour markets, individual workplaces, transitional justice, colonial violence and much more.
Our researchers also examine global migration as a barometer of inequality and violent conflict. York researchers focus on the violation of fundamental human rights, such as the loss of security and livelihoods abroad and the search for temporary work in Canada to feed their families back home. Researchers of forced migration probe the adjudication of refugee claims of those who claim asylum in Canada, including the discrepancies in our refugee determination system. York is a world leader in migration research on all fronts, but with a particular focus on those in precarious circumstances. Refugee-related research in international forums and in immigration policy thrives at York where strong ties to research centres and international organizations abroad have been forged over decades of collaboration. York researchers address the violence, conflict and impacts of war in all their forms. These include addressing transnational criminal relations and human rights violations, and their affect on migration and the security of refugees, who are the remnants of global geopolitics amid war and humanitarian emergency.

Elevating Entrepreneurship through Socially Responsible Innovation

York fosters a thriving community of scholars who are passionately interested in how socially responsible innovation can improve our economy and our planet. With the increasingly entrepreneurial nature of the University, York continues to create breakthrough innovations by aligning its research with societal and market needs. Entrepreneurship research at York is conducted within a broader community setting that emphasizes social justice. Our exploration of factors that contribute to the technological developments, market innovations and the performance of entrepreneurial ventures is balanced by research that critically questions the assumptions underpinning market capitalism, neoliberal political models, Eurocentrism and bourgeois culture. Along with leading scholars in social and market-based innovation, entrepreneurship and business management, York boasts several of the world’s leading critics of contemporary capitalist society who are exploring the violence of capitalist, colonial and patriarchal states, societies and economic systems, and the nature of the structures of governance that instantiate and sustain these inhumane inequities from the local to the global stage. Rather than being incompatible, these two research areas generate a productive tension that, in turn, yields a unique perspective on the development and implementation of responsible innovation.

Entrepreneurship has clear ties to economic performance, yet entrepreneurial innovation is far from being restricted to goals driven only by the profit motive. Entrepreneurs increasingly seek ethical pathways to develop and conduct business in a manner that contributes to the well-being of society. Responsible innovation requires governing technological, scientific and economic development in a conscientious manner. York researchers strive to illuminate the conditions that can foster such responsible innovation: many are recognized as world leaders in research regarding sustainability, corporate social responsibility, business ethics, social enterprise and social sector management. The COVID-19 pandemic, as well as a range of other global developments, has given new urgency to extending our understanding of how business can be conducted responsibly given the complexities of contemporary social and economic conditions. For instance, through our globally recognized Centre of Excellence in Responsible Business (COERB), York researchers are creating and disseminating new knowledge about the social, environmental, ethical and political responsibilities of business.

As attention to environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) issues has become a critical priority for organizations, researchers at York are well positioned to advance knowledge regarding rapidly evolving ESG challenges and practices. This research is focused on creating new knowledge about the social, ethical, environmental and political responsibilities of organizations, and how critical issues facing organizations can be addressed. Scholars from across the humanities, social sciences, law and business are engaged in tackling critical, interconnected issues in this regard, such as examining how ESG factors and climate risks intersect
with relevant policies and laws in Canada, including the impact on Indigenous communities and the duty to consult.

This same ethos informs our research into extractive industry practices, the adoption of new technologies (including AI), international intellectual property regulation, and trade and investment agreements. Still other initiatives examine labour standards and relations, and probe how public policy can promote socio-economic equality for workers both in Canada and abroad. The Global Labour Research Centre (GLRC) at York engages in the study of work, employment and labour in the context of a constantly changing global economy. Research into venture capital, finance, private equity, real estate and infrastructure occurs alongside research into the cultural, social and economic challenges of human migration, settlement and diasporas. At the Lassonde School of Engineering, there is an emphasis on engineering that brings a sense of the public interest and corporate responsibility to professional practice, which is reflected in the creation of research programs exploring transportation networks, energy solutions and the development of new devices and technologies.

Through Innovation York, the University has launched several initiatives that include York University’s pan-institution entrepreneurship hub with over 14 different programs, building a unique entrepreneurial community. All these programs are delivered through YSpace: ELLA, Ontario’s first accelerator focused on women-led businesses; YSpace Digital, offering a variety of online supports and services; YSpace Markham, a physical incubator supporting growth-ready ventures; and YSpace Georgina, with entrepreneurial resources and collaboration space located in the Northern York Region. York also partnered with the Black Creek Community Health Centre to create the Black Entrepreneurship Alliance, focused on creating entrepreneurial support and upskilling opportunities. Our entrepreneurial programming is establishing York as both a recognized leader and an entrepreneurial hub, delivering unique programs that are first of a kind in the industry. York now operates Ontario’s first food and beverage accelerator and Ontario’s first women-led professional services ventures, as well as Northern Ontario’s first entrepreneurial hub. These initiatives have worked towards maximizing the commercial, economic and social impacts of research and innovation; from helping to reduce the gender equality gap in entrepreneurship to creating opportunities for all entrepreneurs, these initiatives are exemplars of socially responsible innovation at York.

A common thread through all of York’s initiatives is our collaborative approach to knowledge creation and social and commercial innovation, according to which academic researchers work with community partners, the private sector and policy makers to advance and promote social consciousness and enhance business and economic practices. York researchers exhibit leadership that fosters innovation and enhances society’s capacity for building sustainable livelihoods while supporting the public good and contributing to our regional economy. Founded by York, Research Impact Canada, a pan-Canadian network of 23 institutions, hospitals and research organizations, is a national leader in the practice of creating social value and impact from research, knowledge and innovation. These initiatives have greatly contributed to UN SDGs, including SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure) and SDG 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production).

**Research Opportunities: Compelling Opportunities for the Strategic Development of Research**

Within the breadth and diversity of cutting-edge scholarship at York, there are many areas where scholars have coalesced to provide enhanced opportunities for leadership and recognition through strategic investment in more focused collaborative activities. These are complemented by emerging areas of research that are underpinned by a strong vision of the York community achieving new levels of research leadership in ways that bring a unique York perspective to solving some of the world’s most compelling challenges. Some opportunities are driven by new frontiers of fundamental inquiry, while others reflect the convergence of strong academic interest and external opportunities that can have a transformational effect on society. All of
which reflect the ability of York to make unique contributions.

Development of these opportunities brings together varied perspectives, disciplines and understandings to deliver innovative achievements and address emerging challenges. Strategically, by committing to supporting and building these areas of opportunity, we are positioning ourselves to further enhance the profile and deepen the recognition of York’s ground-breaking scholarship that informs our academic programming. Some opportunities were initiated in our 2018-2023 SRP and have the potential to further enhance the University’s profile. Other new opportunities reflect the progress of our scholarship and the evolving world around us in areas where York researchers have the potential to excel:

- Digital Cultures and Disruptive Technologies
- Healthy Communities, Equity and Global Well-being
- Indigenous Futurities
- Climate Action for a Sustainable Planet
- Social Justice, Peace and Equitable Relations
- Inter and Transdisciplinary Research Innovation

Digital Cultures and Disruptive Technologies

The digital revolution that we are currently witnessing has been referred to as the Fourth Industrial Revolution, as this new stage of human development has been enabled by extraordinary technological advances comparable with and, in some cases, even exceeding those of the first, second and third industrial revolutions. This era of embedded connectivity is distinguished by the widespread, rapid and common use of technology throughout society; these rapid technological advances continue to merge the physical, digital and biological worlds in a manner that creates both promising opportunities and potential risks. With the continued upsurge of social media platforms, the expansion of complex algorithms, and the growth of data sets, the scope and level of activity of this digital revolution continues to accelerate while its implications are still being fully understood. Digital technologies have given rise to vast new industries; enabled the development of various forms of AI and machine learning; and transformed means of communication, ways of learning and cultural industries – thereby disrupting notions of culture, society, knowledge and citizenship in highly significant ways. Consequently, there is a continued need for research on the digital world at the intersection of the arts, sciences, computing, law and engineering, pushing technological boundaries while critically investigating the social, cultural and legal impacts and the ways in which it is shaping and changing human activity and interaction.

AI-related research at York has gained considerable momentum over the past five years, with research ranging from the development of novel computer vision systems in science and technology for deployment on handheld and robotic devices as well as other intelligent agents, to new brain-inspired AI systems, through application to smart cities, data analytics, disaster management, emergency planning and disease transmission models, to novel legal and governance frameworks. Currently, more than 140 faculty members are engaged in AI-related and digital cultures research at York, contributing to both technological applications of research as well as an interconnected transdisciplinary approach. York’s program offerings are reflective of this with both undergraduate and graduate programs in digital cultures, digital media and related areas, which are being offered jointly by the Lassonde School of Engineering and School of the Arts, Performance, Media and Design. Likewise, Health Studies offers programming on health informatics, eHealth, health policy and health management, and the School of Information Technology offers programs on non-standard applications of AI, such as fintech (cryptocurrency, algo-trading), cybersecurity and technological sustainability.
York researchers are also working to advance the development and implementation of digital technologies to ensure their equitable and ethical adoption, as well as exploring how the increasingly digital world influences the way we live, interact and conduct business. For example, our researchers are exploring AI and digital technologies within the digital media contexts and legal frameworks through IP Osgoode (Osgoode Hall Law School’s Intellectual Property Law and Technology Program) and the IP Innovation Clinic (innovation-to-society intellectual property legal clinic). Other scholars from across the humanities, social sciences, health, engineering and law are addressing the potential risks of emerging disruptive technologies, including AI, and their effects on governments, public policy, labour markets, sovereignty, personal and national security, human health and health systems, as well as the challenges they pose to our sense of individual identity, collective humanity, equity and human rights. Work in this area also explores research creation in immersive environments such as virtual and augmented reality; the impact of digital usage in a variety of community settings, including Indigenous communities; how digitally based forms of knowledge and expertise are emerging online; and how digital gaming can inform education. Importantly, this holistic approach is characterized by a deep engagement with community, industry partners, public agencies and international organizations focusing on the impacts and applications of digital technologies. This work is aided by the rich offerings and supports of the Digital Scholarship Centre and the Media Creation Lab provided by the York University Libraries, which provide a gateway to equitable access to those researchers who want to engage with digital cultures and disruptive technologies. Further, coordinating investment and promoting interdisciplinary interactions will propel research and strengthen industry-academic collaboration in these areas. We will continue building our cutting-edge digital arts and technology research and continue our existing collaborations with some of Canada’s most prominent digital media hardware and software companies.

As technological advances foster new systems, impacting many dimensions of society, we have identified the integration of disruptive technologies into society as a critical area for accelerated research over the next five years. One critical opportunity will be guiding the ethical, legal, sociological and technical development of the rapidly expanding technology, including AI, high-performance computing that is associated with the challenges of big data, as well as technological literacy that all societies face today. Beyond AI, we will extend our leadership in new disruptive technologies (including health informatics, Beyond 5G, advanced VR, nano, cybersecurity, and smart cities) as well as their applications in social sciences, humanities, health and other STEM fields; interfaces and content creation, scientific inquiry, design, policy development and critical discourse in digital media. We will further our recognized leadership at the interface of an expanding cluster of creative industries in film, television, informatics, data visualization games and app development. Moving forward, York will continue to advance key recommendations outlined in our AI task force’s November 2021 report, titled Fostering the Future of Artificial Intelligence: Report for the York University Task Force on AI & Society, to further advance York as a future global centre of excellence for AI-related initiatives and research. Support in this area will leverage York’s current success in digital media, AI, data science and the broader impacts of innovation on society, encouraging continued innovation to sustain our leadership.

Healthy Communities, Equity and Global Well-being

As the greatest public health challenge in more than a century, the COVID-19 pandemic has transformed our lives, our world, our economy and our health care system. The pandemic has placed our health care system under enormous stress and has worsened long-standing issues, such as lack of access to primary care in communities across Canada, health human resources planning and staffing constraints, patient backlogs and the adoption of new technologies. From addressing long-standing issues to reimagining health care systems,
the issues we face are broad and far-reaching.

As we continue to tackle COVID-19 and adjust to the many socio-economic changes that it has brought, our researchers have aimed to better understand the changes that are needed in our health care system. The pandemic has had a particularly devastating impact on long-term care homes – researchers are investigating the conditions of care and the state of the health care labour force and especially those working in long-term care. Health care providers have turned to online tools to deliver services remotely during the pandemic, causing a rethink of how digital innovation can be used in health care but also causing increased inequities for vulnerable communities. Consequently, researchers are examining how to adapt eHealth for a broader population and strengthen the ability to detect and respond to public health events and emergencies.

Moreover, given the emerging challenges from the pandemic, health care management is in a state of flux with growing demand, less access and challenges to delivery. There is a need to optimize access to the right care, promptly, and in the right place, geographically. As such, York researchers are working to improve efficiencies around patient wait times and health care staffing shortages using advanced AI tools. Meanwhile, researchers in the humanities and social sciences are examining the structural- and system-level barriers and drivers of access to health care.

Aging and increasingly diverse populations, together with the growing complexity and personalization of health care, are driving the search for health care solutions that emphasize wellness and disease prevention to minimize the need for medical intervention. Increasingly, medical advances are transforming acute conditions such as neurodegenerative diseases, HIV infection and cancer into long-term chronic conditions that must be treated and monitored over decades. In alignment with the UN Decade of Healthy Ageing (2021-2030), to provide long-term, sufficient levels of care, smart regulations and innovative solutions to improve quality and outcomes is closely linked with the strengths of York’s health research, which focuses on accountability in the public system and community health and wellness, emphasizing York’s commitments to equity and social justice.

In the developing world, health inequities and challenges affect far greater percentages of people. In addition to learning how to export and translate health care solutions globally to respond to challenges, there is a pressing need to extend the partnership with developing nations to empower global health care solutions and break down historically vertical models for their transmission and adoption. York researchers are crossing disciplines where studies of health intersect with the social sciences, health sciences and natural sciences, along with assistance from engineering and computer science to address problems that have interconnected global implications affecting health of populations, while always being mindful of underlying cultural, social, legal, environmental and economic perspectives.

Health research has gained considerable momentum and recognition over the past five years through the individual achievements of researchers and the successful launch of major initiatives, as well as collaborations across a wide range of disciplines. Examples include the following: Vision to Science Applications (VISTA) that bring together the visual sciences and their application and societal impacts; Connected Minds: Neural & Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society, which has over 200 researchers working to address the rapidly emerging “techno-social” collective and examining the benefits and risks to communities; the Health Care Ecosphere that is leading the development and commercialization of personalized health care solutions and health technologies that evolve traditional health prevention and management; York University Centre for Aging Research and Education that is pursuing responses to changes and challenges from aging at a community and individual level; and the Dahdelah Institute for Global Health Research, whose researchers pursue solutions to global health challenges with a focus on governance, policy and management systems to fully realize benefits.
Over the next five years we are committed to expanding research that focuses on the social determinants of health, health care regulations, digital health, health outcomes and the promotion of wellness. From biomolecular engineering to the health of populations, from biomedical to social work and health law, and from healthy aging in communities to global child health rights, researchers will accelerate their individual success and will fully realize the potential of recently launched initiatives. In addition, we will pursue new partnerships across health care, social services, natural sciences, engineering and global health sectors to extend the leadership and influence of our research. With the opening of a new campus in Markham in 2024, we expect to further enhance our focus on community engagement, while new directions in bioengineering research will be launched with the continuing expansion of our engineering programs.

The development of our engaged health research programs is expected to build on York’s ability to address Ontario’s evolving and unmet clinical and community health care needs. A key driver in this research is the school of nursing with a vibrant socially minded collegium of diverse researchers who make as their central goal the health and well-being of individuals, families and communities. Over the longer-term, York maintains its aspiration for a new kind of medical school to focus on integrated interdisciplinary, team-based family primary care, community health and wellness through the lifespan. Informed by demographics, health care gaps and the evolution of medicine, our emphasis is on the integration of primary care physicians within the context of the broader health care and wellness promotion teams. As a partner in the Vaughan Healthcare Centre Precinct (VHCP), York is well positioned to advance health care practices and outcomes through local and global partnerships.

York is also deeply committed to fostering innovative approaches, technologies and perspectives to solve problems and promote global economic and social well-being. Building off the success of our entrepreneurship hub YSpace, York is committed to supporting social innovation and the translation of new knowledge to decision and policy makers, as well as the commercialization of innovations developed within the VHCP through start-up venture creation and growth programs. The tremendous wealth offered by the surrounding disciplines at the University will provide unique perspectives and innovative approaches to solving some of the most pressing questions in health promotion and practice, disease and injury prevention, and health care delivery.

**Indigenous Futurities**

*Deeply rooted in history, futurities recognizes that the future, despite its intangibility, is directly impacting us today.*

*Indigenous futurity considers how Indigenous revivals might be viewed as expressions of “futurity,” operating in resistance to those assumptions that consign Native American [Indigenous] peoples and lifeways to the past.*

York University has a long-standing commitment to access, inclusion, equity and diversity. In a time when truth, reconciliation and justice are dominating public discourse about Indigenous issues and when Indigenous communities in Canada and around the world are facing severe health, social, legal and societal challenges, the need for research that imagines the future has never been greater. Learning from Indigenous
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ways of knowing, ways of being, worldviews and laws, futurities research will contribute to changing lives and will significantly affect nations, communities and individuals. Indigenous Futurities will help research make a positive impact on Indigenous communities, with a strong focus on the importance of First Nations, Inuit and Métis communities. As a recognized global leader in socially engaged research and knowledge mobilization, York is committed to building community partnerships in research. As a part of “The Indigenous Framework” (2017), York pledged to “facilitate research that is relevant to Indigenous life and respects Indigenous approaches to knowledge and learning.” York’s researchers are positioned to collaborate with local and global Indigenous communities on research that will contribute to improving community life while enhancing cultural, economic and environmental sustainability. Never losing sight of history, this research opportunity simultaneously insists on consideration of our relationships to Indigenous futures and the ways they will continue to influence and shift the emphasis in current research and innovation.

York is home to a large group of scholars who include faculty, postdoctoral fellows and undergraduate and graduate students, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous, whose research exists in relation to Indigeneity. These scholars engage in a range of contexts and topics from the epistemological to the environmental, from the mathematical to the methodological, exploring interrelations across disciplinary boundaries and borders. Recent Indigenous research initiatives are focusing on circumpolar cultural sovereignty, including collaboration with Inuit, Alaska Native and Sami communities; community engagement on mining and extraction in Baffin Island, Northwest Territories and Yukon Territory; the role of youth in health promotion, and the legal and environmental interrogation of just and equitable relationships; the interactions between Indigenous and non-Indigenous laws; the histories of Métis, First Nations, Inuit and Native-American relationships with colonialism; Indigenous language policies, art and education; Indigenous knowledge systems and their various applications in diverse contexts that include water and environmental governance, environmental justice, forest policy and management, and sustainable development; and urban Indigenous education and communities. Most significant, Indigenous researchers have made major contributions to the scholarship of Indigenous ways of knowing. This opportunity area will further support and enhance these existing initiatives and foster deeper engagement with these and other developing research projects.

While York University’s context has changed over the last five years, we remain publicly committed to our ongoing efforts to address barriers to Indigenous research, and to reach a level of research excellence. The following accomplishments have been made since 2018:

- In 2021, York launched the Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Languages (CIKL), an organized research unit committed to Indigenous approaches for the environment, education, languages and decolonizing research. Researchers at CIKL are examining a broad range of topics: climate justice issues facing Indigenous peoples, proliferating beadwork as a form of knowledge mobilization, supporting Indigenous-led conservation, and enhancing the protection of water and Indigenous water governance.
- In 2022 (ongoing), York provided additional supports to CIKL to fund an associate director and a full-time coordinator.
- York developed an action plan to address recommendations in the report “Decolonizing Research
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Indigenous-related research consistently references community: whether within an urban context, a nation or a global community. An Indigenous worldview insists that within a community all relations matter and having good relations with all of Creation is foundational to healthy communities. As community-based research, the focus covers a broad spectrum of lands and territories and insists on acknowledging specificity of context. Notions of relationship-building, reciprocity of process and outcome, respectful engagement with each other and relevance of the work to those involved in the projects are integral to the research. This opportunity encompasses post-colonial interests, trans-Indigenous theory, and other forward-looking community-referenced, reciprocally beneficial research.

Over the next five years, the focus of this research opportunity will be on Indigenous Futurities and will include social, cultural, artistic, legal, policy, economic and justice areas that holistically shape Indigenous experience. Collaboration in exploring Indigenous and non-Indigenous approaches in these areas, while understanding the need for Indigenous researchers to take the lead, will mark the distinctiveness of York’s approach. The intent of this opportunity is to ensure that Indigenous-related research includes a commitment to listening to and learning from Indigenous peoples’ knowledges, laws, ecology, spiritual practices and experiences. The commitment of researchers to participate in imagining the future while never losing sight of the past will enhance our commitment to the import and role of research in creating the future we desire.

Climate Action for a Sustainable Planet

In Canada and around the globe, climate action is no longer a matter of political debate or individual conviction – it is an existential threat that demands a research and evidence base to enact change. As human population and activities grow, there are ever-greater pressures on our environment and societies from climate change, loss of biodiversity, pollution and the proliferation of disease. These challenges contribute to increasing inequalities and creating new disparity among peoples and countries. The climate crisis is urgent; social, economic and infrastructure impacts will continue to accelerate if we do not act now. We must pave a stronger path towards a more sustainable planet and addressing the emergencies and disasters along the way. In further elevating York’s contributions to UN SDG 13 (Climate Action) over the next five years, York will invest in research to concretely address this climate crisis, building on and expanding its knowledge and
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experience related to climate change to meet this challenge. We will apply our expertise on disaster response and humanitarian emergencies to acute weather events caused by global warming here in Canada and abroad, paying careful attention to and including those historically marginalized from these activities as partners and as beneficiaries. As noted above, York’s new research centre, Y-EMERGE, has been created to capture and consolidate this world-renowned expertise.

Across disciplines, York scholars are recognized as world leaders in research on the root causes, expression and consequences of inequality and oppression. The underlying factors driving the climate crisis and the manifold consequences of key environmental and societal challenges are a concentrated focus of research at York. So too are sustainability efforts to achieve net-zero emissions on our campuses and off. York has developed a new Sustainability Framework to ensure sustainability is a critical part of both scholarly and social and cultural sphere of York’s campus and community. The framework sets out a more synergetic and coordinated effort between on-campus sustainability related activities, including teaching, research, and practice. These goals will be achieved through new technologies for energy, transportation, home construction and heating, urban planning and regulatory innovation to incentivize a smaller carbon footprint. Above all, research in this area strives to inform and enhance law and public policies that shape the behaviour of governments, public and private organizations, and individuals.

Growth in individual and collaborative scholarship at York in this area over the past five years has been remarkable. York’s research partnerships and networks that examine elements of the climate crisis extend far beyond the borders of Toronto and Canada, into Global South and Global North countries and their civil societies. York’s new Faculty of Environmental and Urban Change represents an interdisciplinary response to the climate crisis, in which researchers spanning the sciences, social science, humanities and visual arts are addressing understandings, impacts and solutions in relation to climate change.

Any major societal or environmental challenge – whether food insecurity, global warming or species demise – does not affect everyone or everything equally. For example, humans will experience different consequences from non-human animals in relation to habitats under threat; and one’s nationality, ethnonational identity, class, gender, ability and location within historically salient colonialism will shape one’s relationship to the climate crisis, with those who have historically been negatively affected becoming even more adversely affected.

Researchers are collaborating on interdisciplinary and broader transdisciplinary teams across York but also with partners across the world to tackle a range of climate-related issues: some use big data to probe the political and social pressures on the migration of peoples and the challenges faced by refugees; others have built an international network exploring and exchanging relevant solutions for youth homelessness and child welfare; and still others are examining the evolving regimes of precarious work in Canada and through studies of employment and labour in the global economy. The design of cities to be resilient, inclusive and sustainable is a huge challenge that York researchers are addressing through applied work with community partners and the City of Toronto, and across the country with partners addressing gendered and racialized challenges of employment, housing, health and much more. Social scientists and engineering researchers collaborate on sustainability around transportation, meshing this analysis with equity in underserved communities, renewable energy research, and exploration of business ethics, the social economy and corporate social responsibility scholarship at York.

Building on this base over the next five years, research in this area will inform and address emerging issues in urban, rural and wilderness environments on local, national and global scales. This research will include the preservation of ecosystems, landscapes and species; address the challenges of emission and pollution; and
maintain a sustained focus on human-animal interactions. York’s commitment to UN SDG 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions) reaffirms our research momentum on issues of governance and human rights, with implications not only for Indigenous reconciliation, global migration and diplomacy but also extractivism, cultural genocide and reparations in the wake of violence. Economic prosperity and ameliorating poverty remain squarely on York’s research agenda, along with related issues of security in all its forms. York will continue to lead Global North countries with its global network of researchers addressing youth homelessness with new projects that engage Indigenous partners and issues of homelessness among First Nations.

York remains committed to developing new knowledge and solutions to achieve a just, equitable and sustainable future with and for Canadians and with communities across the world. To supplement our sustainability research at the Keele and Glendon campuses as well as the EcoCampus at the Las Nubes Biological Reserve in Costa Rica, research partnerships that cross borders and engage communities will be a major focus of the University’s new Markham campus. Research at this campus will focus on directly engaging the surrounding cities, organizations and residents in developing and fostering collaborative partnerships with businesses, social services and regional schools. We plan to continue investing in our whole-institution approach to sustainability, embedding sustainable principles in every aspect of university life and generating knowledge that integrates the social, cultural, economic and environmental dimensions of complex sustainability challenges at scales ranging from the local to the global.

Social Justice, Peace and Equitable Relations

York was founded on a mission of social justice. With our long-standing commitment to the values of equity, diversity and inclusion, we are working together to create an equitable and inclusive scholarly environment that aims to create an equitable and inclusive society. This is critical in achieving inclusive excellence, where a multiplicity of research, perspectives and lived experiences creates positive change towards a more innovative, just and sustainable world. York’s tradition of scholarship has been defined by a critical discourse in which the pursuit of discovery, innovation and engagement with broader society is achieved with a focus on social responsibility, community engagement, equity and justice. These values and core principles are shared by our research community and serve to strengthen and underpin our research priorities.

This commitment has set a rich context for the profile of inclusionary research and scholarship that forms the core of our research enterprise and helps to shape our future direction as a dynamic, metropolitan and multicultural university open to the world. York conducts wide-ranging research examining historical and contemporary dynamics of cultural diasporas, promoting an understanding of experiences as part of a larger global community, within a network of ORUs that contribute to several UN SDGs: SDG 5 (Gender Equality), SDG 6 (Decent Work and Economic Growth), and SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities). York boasts a rich assortment of inclusionary research among its 31 ORUs, exploring a range of racial, moral, religious, political, feminist, Indigenous, age-related, environmental and legal philosophies, as well as an examination all forms of discrimination and promotion of human rights. Research on decolonization and reconciliation focuses on reconfiguring settler-Indigenous-state relationships incorporating Indigenous methods of truth-telling and principles of restorative justice. This critical inquiry allows us to consider voices otherwise silenced by historical or contemporary injustice or marginalization. Further research in these areas study our conceptions of diversity and the methods needed to explore it, contributing to the shaping of identification and identity. For example, recent seminal research at York examines the ways in which accessible and equitable opportunities in education and employment account for the lived experiences of marginalized community members. Other researchers are contributing in areas such as digital inequality and injustice and addressing social-economic and cultural divides produced by differentiated access to information technologies. Further research is considering the environment
and emerging inequalities among specific communities, including our understanding and support of Indigenous climate leadership and governance, specifically through a feminist and gendered lens to help amplify voices of Indigenous women and youth.

This is further borne out in York’s approach to integrating large scale transformative and structural changes to the way York hires and adjudicates research opportunities. Inspired by a need for change, York has created a system that invites research excellence from those who are typically overlooked and disadvantaged when it comes to research opportunities in academia. Places of Online Learning for the Adjudication of Researchers Inclusively and Supportively (POLARIS) is a first-in-Canada online training program to reduce unconscious bias and systemic barriers that offers rich and informative tools. This system supports both EDI practices and fosters better awareness and education among faculty as we seek to diversify our research collegium.

York is also supportive of an equitable and inclusive campus environment. In addition to POLARIS, York has been active in supporting emerging Black and Indigenous researchers as well as addressing structural barriers in research through the York Black Research Seed Grants and the Indigenous Research Seed Grants. York is working towards a research culture that interacts in positive and respectful ways with Indigenous people and Indigenous knowledges, as well as making room for Indigenous research and Indigenous forms of disseminating research. York is implementing an action plan to decolonize research and research administration with the input and guidance of the Indigenous Council at York, and York’s Vice-President Equity, People and Culture. This includes the chartering of the Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Languages (CIKL) and providing additional administrative supports, and the approval of York’s Indigenous Research Ethics Board. These activities will be supported by creating the position of an Indigenous Research Support Specialist. In addition, the VPRI has provided additional research funding for ORUs with an EDI mandate, including the Harriet Tubman Institute for Research on Africa and Its Diasporas, the Centre for Research on Latin America and the Caribbean (CERLAC), and the Centre for Feminist Research (CFR). Furthermore, York’s community-informed Decolonization, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy (DEDI) 2022-2027 will help to strengthen and coordinate existing efforts at York by providing a guiding framework to drive change through localized strategies and actions across the institution.

While fostering inclusionary scholarship, it is vital that we support knowledge creation that will have a positive impact on the communities we serve and build the profile and reputation of all equity-seeking groups. Within the VPRI, the Knowledge Mobilization Unit (KMb) and Entrepreneurship program have established strong relationships with the Jane Finch community organizations, including the TD Community Engagement Centre. Further, York’s faculty and librarians have long supported the Jane Finch Community Research Partnership, a long-standing collaboration that advances strong communities and an approach of reciprocity, equity and inclusion. Our deep roots in the York Region include a history of ongoing collaborations with the United Way Greater Toronto that focus on community organizations serving the needs of traditionally marginalized communities. One example is the community-campus knowledge mobilization collaboration with the Community Music School of Toronto (formerly the Regent Park School of Music), which has flourished into a donor-funded Research Chair in Community Based Music with funding dedicated to ongoing and emerging collaborations.

In building on our commitments to decolonization, equity, diversity, inclusion and societal justice, we will continue to enhance and support our research efforts over the next five years, informing critical discussions of the sources and nature of inequalities and oppressions; in turn, these initiatives will better inform actions that can change and transform these inequalities. The University will continue to ensure that appropriate sensitivity to cultural and community rights, roles and responsibilities are applied to all research projects conducted at York. We will further cultivate inclusive and equitable research environments that nurture multiple and intersectional ways of scholarship and knowing. York remains committed to foregrounding the voice and needs
of Indigenous communities within Indigenous research, facilitating research that is relevant to Indigenous life and respects Indigenous approaches to knowledge and learning, as well as the study of Indigenous knowledge systems and their various applications in diverse contexts, including water and environmental governance, environmental justice, forest policy and management, and sustainable development. Likewise, York is dedicated to expanding collaborative research and programming that is relevant to the historical, cultural and creative productions of Black and other racialized communities. There are centuries of accumulated traditional knowledges that we believe are fundamental to solving some of the complex problems we face as a society.

Inter- and Transdisciplinary Research Innovation

As the world continues to address urgent global challenges such as climate change, global health crises and political polarization and their impact on people and the planet, it is critical now more than ever for York to support novel transdisciplinary research approaches that help drive innovative solutions to these multifaceted problems. Solving these increasingly complex societal challenges will require a more holistic model, one that integrates knowledge between different disciplines, across disciplines and beyond each single discipline, involving various stakeholders and understanding issues through a social, economic, political and environmental lens. Through engagement between the different participants, new understandings are co-produced to generate solutions to the increasingly dynamic problems that far exceed the boundaries of contemporary academic disciplines and stakeholders. This transdisciplinary approach integrates different views and methods from a range of related disciplines into a common conceptual framework and provides a more inclusive perspective to understanding the causes and consequences of an issue. This transdisciplinary framework extends to delivering socially relevant solutions that are responsive, relevant and socially applicable.

York’s excellence in interdisciplinary research is renowned. But increasingly, York researchers are moving towards a transdisciplinary approach as dynamic research questions continue to evolve. York researchers are cultivating this thinking across disciplines through our Catalyzing Interdisciplinary Research Clusters program fund, which aims to foster interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary collaboration, global research excellence and world-class training opportunities. Funded research cluster projects continue to amplify York’s international research excellence with projects that help to address complex global issues identified in the UN SDGs and beyond. Nurtured by this funding program and others, York researchers have been coming together in transdisciplinary teams to advance knowledge in a broad range of areas: measuring and analyzing common brain functions to advance diagnosis and treatment of all neuro-psychiatric disorders; addressing the multifaceted natural, social and political issues underlying the pursuit of sustainable resource extraction in Canada’s North; utilizing geomatics to study the evolving effects of climate change on ecosystems and human populations; examining technologies, treatment and impacts of water contaminants on the environment and human health; and understanding the pathway from colonial genocide to building just relationships. The research cluster of data economy brings together researchers from multiple faculties at York with diverse expertise in disciplines such as data science, economics, information systems and law, to build upon our existing strengths and collaborate on important issues that will help lay the foundation of research and practice in data economy. York researchers are also helping to address complex financial technology (fintech) challenges from a similar socially relevant perspective integrating transdisciplinary research methods and engaging a range of sector partners. Research in this area is highly established and collaborative and as such has been identified as a research cluster focus at the Markham campus. It is underpinned by broad expertise that draws together insights from economic, legal, ethical and societal-technical angles. This is exemplified by those involved in the transdisciplinary exploration of digital currencies, where York researchers take an inclusive approach to exploring the technical aspects of governance, architectures, financial inclusion of underprivileged communities, and policy on regulatory frameworks for financial systems, including data and privacy regulations.
Examining and addressing socially relevant challenges by crossing disciplinary boundaries is nothing new for York researchers who have gained considerable momentum and recognition over the past several years through the success of major collaborative initiatives. These initiatives include *Connected Minds: Neural & Machine Systems for a Healthy, Just Society* that brings together our highly collaborative research team spanning neuroscience, engineering, arts and humanities with a diverse cadre of engaged partners, to understand and optimize societal benefits and mitigate risks of human-machine interactions. Researchers are also collaborating to consider the moral, ethical and legal implications of disruptive technologies on humanity and society as a holistic approach that is transdisciplinary in nature. In alignment with SDG 17 (Partnership for the Goals), another exemplary initiative is the Global South Artificial Intelligence for Pandemic and Epidemic Preparedness and Response Network, an initiative establishing a multiregional network spanning Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East and North Africa to deepen the understanding of how responsible AI solutions can improve public health preparedness and response. York’s 31 ORUs also serve as incubators for participatory research, adding to the richness and dimensions of transdisciplinary research at the University. York’s newest ORUs exemplify our strengths in technology, sustainability practices, artificial intelligence, as well as neuroscience and emergency mitigation, water, and technoscience and society – exploring areas from multiple perspectives. As an example, researchers from the ORU ONE Water are bringing together considerable knowledge and diverse perspectives to greatly enhance the capacity to address the ongoing global water sustainability crisis. This ORU tackles several UN SDGs, such as SDG 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation), and enables diverse industry and community stakeholder partnerships, with a rich research pedigree in water sourcing, AI, water technologies, education and sustainability, resource recovery and reuse, as well as focusing on origins and outcomes of the environmental, educational and societal implications of water.

Over the next five years, York researchers will continue to develop more novel transdisciplinary projects, continuing to break down disciplinary constructs and expand on research that considers and responds to socially relevant issues. Funding drivers like the Catalyzing Interdisciplinary Research Clusters program and additional supports for research teams at our Markham campus will assist with this commitment to further fuel and scale the evolution of York’s interdisciplinary research into a more dynamic inquiry approach. With the increased funding capacity and support for transdisciplinary research clusters, researchers will be able to accelerate the capacity of their fully launched research projects and initiatives and expect to pursue larger-scale external research funding as well as the development of broader research nodes and potential national and international networks. In addition, we will seek to expand more meaningful participatory engagement with aligned stakeholders and partners where possible and pursue new research partnerships across the spectrum.

**Enabling Strategic Research Success**

Achieving the ambitions articulated in this plan will depend on an engaged research environment across the University, willingness, and availability of partners from industry, government, community, as well as on resources that are strategically invested to support research growth and development. We believe that an active, engaged research culture is integral to the fabric of our world-class University and fundamental to the success of our faculty and students.

York is committed to prioritizing the development and intensification of internationally leading research across our institution as a means of enhancing the vibrancy of academic life and generating an exciting atmosphere for learning and scholarship. This begins with units, Faculties and the institution committing to investments in faculty complements that lead research, scholarship and creative activity at the University, and in students and fellows that help fuel the research engine. Equally important is a strong research support infrastructure, both in terms of research facilities, library research collections and IT infrastructure and in terms of collegial mentorship and a highly competent and dedicated research support staff. This support
extends to research conducted in French as well as the promotion of the francophone research community, both within and beyond our Glendon campus.

York is fully committed to the ongoing development and success of our areas of strength in research, scholarship and creative expression, and will continue our impressive development as a leading Canadian research university through enhancement of our focused opportunity areas. Indeed, most of the resources supporting research at York has been and will continue to be devoted to the broadly based support of excellence in engaged individual and collaborative research and scholarship. The increasing engagement and success of our current researchers, the recruitment of outstanding new researchers, post doctoral fellows and students, and the expansion of the cutting-edge research infrastructure are the primary means through which we will achieve the ongoing development and recognition of our research, scholarship and creative activity.

To better enable these goals, the office of the VPRI will lead the development of an implementation document as an addendum to the SRP. This document will provide an operational framework meant to enable the success of the SRP in achieving the aspirations of the University Academic Plan. The implementation document will help to assess our progress against the goals and objectives of the SRP; it will include recommendations for the strengthened delivery of the strategy as well as performance indicators to help focus the further development of research going forward.

Supporting Research Development

York continues to prioritize its resources in support of the development of its research enterprise and has several initiatives underway that will continue to improve the institutional support of individual scholarship and collaborative research activities and programs.

Smart use of new technologies, removal of cumbersome administrative hurdles and simplification of pathways to support research becomes imperative in this environment in order to facilitate our researchers’ success. We are working on an initiative to find efficiencies in current research administrative procedures through the reduction of bureaucracy and the introduction of paperless processes. Additionally, we are using previous internal research audits including the ORU audit and Innovation York audit t, both track progress and inform our decisions. The VPRI is taking the lead to engage in continuous service enhancement towards a seamless pre-and post-award experience for researchers. A new research enterprise system will be acquired to allow for better workflow in optimal tracking of grant applications, external contracts and ethics protocols. Further, a DocuSign software system has been implemented to support electronic signatures and more efficient contract approvals and submissions. To address the changing nature of research data collation and output formats, we have acquired an electronic CV (eCV) solution to assist individual researchers and trainees in capturing and organizing their scholarly achievements efficiently in their own academic repository, as well as promote institutional and external understanding of the full depth and breadth of research, scholarship and creative activity. York University Libraries continue to contribute to these initiatives through use of the eCV, the promotion of the ORCID IDs and the Altmetric Explorer for Institutions platforms.

From trainees to professor emeritus, investing in our researchers is the key enabler of research success, and time above all else is recognized as the most valuable commodity. Over the past several years York has accelerated faculty complement renewal and has increased supports for existing faculty as well as for new hires. For example, a more comprehensive research-related release program was initiated several years ago to enhance the amount of time available for faculty to engage in scholarly work. Investments in full-time faculty complement will continue and will help to strategically build research capacity across the institution. This includes attracting top talent through cluster hiring in areas of strategic importance to York, such as
areas identified at our Markham campus and those supporting interdisciplinary research clusters. Additionally, we will look to expand our supports for researchers at all stages so that they may be able to safely conduct and disseminate their research and assist with mitigating risks, especially given more heightened visibility in online environments.

Alongside our Canada Research Chairs that have been deployed to assist in building our research capacity through external recruitment, York has continued to evolve the York Research Chairs (YRC) program and build capacity to broaden and deepen their impact at York. This program is an important component of institutional supports for research and seeks to build and intensify our leading research. This program has evolved considerably since its establishment in 2015 – new equity, diversity and inclusion considerations are being put into practice and are now reflected within the adjudication process, including the makeup and training of the selection committee, the inclusion of equity action plans from nominees-and-best practice strategies to ensure a fair and transparent nomination process. Additionally, a more tailored approach has been taken in developing the two adjudication streams –STEM and SSHAD (social science, humanities, arts and design) – with nominees self-selecting their preferred stream for a more suitable evaluation. The YRC program continues to be a signature program that has enabled both increased researcher success and satisfaction and strengthened research leadership across the institution.

Building supports for researchers at key junctures in the research grant development cycle is another means by which York is supporting researchers and preparing them for granting success. Research Commons is York’s established research grant preparation mentorship program. In collaboration with other offices in VPRI, and Faculties, Research Commons offers research-focused grant clinics and workshops to faculty, research staff, post-docs and graduate students at York, with an emphasis on increasing Tri-Council grant applications and success by offering supportive skills and mentorship from experienced grant writers. We will continue to enhance and build on this successful program to meet the needs of a growing cohort of researchers at all levels, helping them to achieve a strong granting success rate.

York is committed to the ongoing expansion, ensuring a vigorous scholarly environment for our researchers, graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. We have one of the largest cohorts of graduate students in Canada and a growing number of postdoctoral trainees. Our graduate programs are growing in both numbers and quality, and an increasing number of our trainees receive support from the Canada Graduate Scholarships program, the Tri-Council and Mitacs fellowships, as well as from many other Canadian and international sources. York is one of the leading Canadian universities in holding awards and grants from the NSERC Collaborative Research and Training Experience Program (CREATE), which provides embedded partnered research experiences to trainees. Likewise, our postdoctoral cohort is growing in its recognition through national and international fellowship awards, and York is active in advocating for additional internal and external funding to attract and support postdoctoral fellows. The engagement of the University in a diverse range of research projects provides an environment that exposes our students to pioneering scholarship first-hand. This creates excitement and provides graduates and undergraduates with experiences at the cutting edge of their fields of study. York is committed to exposing all undergraduate students to practices of research and creation by involving them in research projects and the production of artistic works as part of their curriculum. As well, York offers internships and other opportunities to participate in and develop research projects over longer periods of time, especially for students considering more intensive higher research degrees. Additional supports for graduate students include the newly established York Academic Excellence Fund providing graduate students with upfront funds to advance their research and scholarly objectives through simple and timely access to financial resources.

York has made substantial investments in its research infrastructure over the past several years. As we continue to build and grow as an internationally leading, research-intensive university, more research space is
needed to support current and future research programs. York’s new iHive Building will offer both research and teaching spaces for science and engineering in addition to offering collaboration space for larger-scale interdisciplinary research programs, ORUs and other strategic research clusters. York is investing in large-scale interdisciplinary research programs to help build internationally recognized excellence in key areas of research such as Disaster Risk Governance, as well as seeding research collaborations relevant to the Markham campus and the Vaughan Healthcare Centre Precinct. These investments have been accompanied by the success of our researchers in bringing new research infrastructure and facilities to the University through the Canada Foundation for Innovation, NSERC and the Ontario Research Fund. Over the next five years, new investments in our research infrastructure will continue, with other infrastructure projects seeing completion. For example, the new Neuroscience Laboratory and Research Building serving the Faculties of Health and Science will expand York’s world-leading expertise in biological and computer vision with a new state-of-the-art facility in neurophysiology and research clinics in kinesiology and psychology. The new facility for the Advanced Disaster, Emergency and Rapid Response Simulation (ADERSIM) program will feature new equipment and technology to support our researchers, in addition to the completion of the new campus in Markham in 2024 and the development of additional partnerships in York Region.

One way in which York strategically promotes the development of interdisciplinary research is through our network of ORUs. These ORUs advance research and collaboration across the University by providing a home for research development beyond traditional academic units. At the institutional level, ORUs are expected to align with the demonstrated strengths of York research and our strategic growth opportunities. Similarly, at the faculty level, ORUs are an overt expression of investment in specific research areas. We will continue to invest in the development and support of our ORUs in ways that will increase their grounding in the institution and their engagement with the external community. With targeted investments to raise their recognition and profile, ORUs will continue to be an important component of our efforts to grow internationally as a leading research institution and to increase York’s research brand recognition.

York has a commitment to support open access in all areas of research and scholarship with York’s Open Access policy and YorkSpace repository. YorkSpace currently preserves over 35,000 scholarly works from a broad range of disciplines across the University and provides equitable access to its research. York is aligned with the tri-agency mandate to enable open scholarship through research data management planning and sound data stewardship practices. Many York researchers provide leadership in the editing and production of nationally and internationally renowned scholarly journals. Over 55 of these journals are hosted directly through the University Libraries’ York Digital Journals (YDJ) publishing program and are available through various models of open access. The YDJ provides a home for many unique journals in important and highly specialized areas of study.

In furthering the growth of the international reach and recognition of our research, scholarship and creative activity, we are committed to facilitating the development and strengthening of internationally networked clusters of research excellence. We are increasing our engagement in international research partnerships and exchanges, expanding our numbers of international graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. Furthermore, with a focus on proactive engagement with lower and middle income countries, we are supporting the co-development of global capacity to respond to the UN SDGs. Going forward, this will require a targeted and coordinated institutional approach to advancing research, research engaged education and research expertise within the UN SDGs and beyond. We are continuously examining our approach to improving support for partnership development, strengthening our collaborations, generating more external funding to expand our influence, and initiating opportunities to attract and retain emerging talent from around the world. We have initiated the development of a new Internationalization and Global Engagement Strategy that will include an integrated focus on global research and innovation engagement.
Translating Research into Action through Innovation, Partnerships, Knowledge Mobilization, Entrepreneurship and Commercialization

York University has established a set of principles that guide our innovation support activities, driving partner engagement, collaboration, and greater societal impact from our research. These principles include:

- Research must be mobilized and translated to achieve its full impact on broader society
- Societal impact opportunities are enhanced through proactive engagement and collaboration
- Ongoing, long-standing partnerships support growth, knowledge integration and more rapid impact
- York’s role is to facilitate growth through expertise, support, training, mentorship and collaboration building, providing students and faculty access to tools and knowledge that will drive their work towards greater impact

York will support the development of all innovation opportunities, through the support of industry and community engagement and partnerships, knowledge mobilization, entrepreneurship and commercialization.

Partnerships and Collaboration
Over the past five years, York has continued to grow our cohort of scholars engaged in community and socially partnered research, increased the numbers and depth of partnerships with community organizations, the not-for-profit and public sectors, and extended our success in the SSHRC flagship Partnership Grants program. In the 2022 SSHRC Partnership Grant competition, York successfully applied for and received four Partnership Grants, which accounted for approximately 20% of the national total.

At the same time, emphasis on meaningful partnerships between York researchers and the private sector has broadened the engagement of the University with industry. In part driven by growth of engineering and applied health and natural science, private sector partnerships have grown threefold over the past five years. In alignment with SDG 17 (Partnership for the Goals), this growth trajectory is expected to continue as we work to realize our full partnership potential through individual and conjoint collaboration with partners from the non-profit, public and private sectors. York turns our research into action to benefit local and global citizens.

Knowledge Mobilization
Knowledge mobilization advances social innovation through engaged scholarship and assists our partners in community, government and industry to address society’s most persistent social, environmental and economic challenges. Working closely with partners in the community, from NGOs to the United Way, from York Region to local and international partners in government, the Knowledge Mobilization Unit (KMb) at York is a national leader, garnering extensive national and international recognition and numerous awards for its work in mobilizing knowledge for broader socio-economic impacts. This includes engagement of social sciences, humanities, art and design (SSHAD) as well as research-relevant policy and professional practice in all disciplines not only with community organizations but with governments and industry as well.

These industries are major agents of positive change within our communities, in both the mainstream and marginalized sectors. York’s knowledge mobilization infrastructure supports multidirectional connections between researchers and research partners, encouraging the development of evidence that informs decisions about public policy and professional practice. A recent example is York’s contribution to the development of CIVICLabTO, an effort that brings the city of Toronto together with students, faculty and researchers from higher education institutions to address complex challenges through research and educational opportunities.

Entrepreneurship
York University is deeply committed to fostering innovative approaches, technologies and perspectives to solve problems and promote global economic and social well-being by supporting the commercialization of innovation through entrepreneurship. York has invested heavily in the entrepreneurship and innovation infrastructure over the past five years and has succeeded in establishing a healthy and engaged entrepreneurship community in which over 2,000 students, faculty and staff engage annually. YSpace is York University’s premier hub supporting entrepreneurs in the community from ideation to scale. Our two priority sectors are technology and agri-food, in which we have over a dozen programs offered with customized mentorship, entrepreneurship education, incubator space and networking opportunities. As a part of our network, we have supported 538 companies over the past four years within the consumer-packaged goods and technology sectors, resulting in $67.5 million of funding and generating over a combined $119 million of revenue. At YSpace, each of our programs is built around the three core principles of mentorship, community inclusion and metrics-driven goal setting.

The success of building an entrepreneurial mindset will be seen by growing the provincial and national reputation of York University as an entrepreneurial university, demonstrated by the growing number of students receiving entrepreneurial education, the growing number of start-up ventures supported, and the growing number of students graduating with an entrepreneurial mindset. In fact, our ELLA program, Ontario's first accelerator focused on women-led product and serviced-based businesses, has recently received renewed funding for expansion across Canada to be delivered in partnership with other community-based organizations. In five years, we expect that the progress made will position York as a national leader in entrepreneurial education and outputs, as well as enhancing engagement in and prioritization of entrepreneurship at York.

**Commercialization**

The University has recently established a renewed commercialization strategy with the support of the Government of Ontario. This strategy will streamline the University’s support of innovation and intellectual property services to facilitate cost-effective commercialization opportunities for the York community and its partners. Through establishing this enhanced, full-service IP and commercialization pathway for York community and partners, the University will effectively support its faculty, students, and collaborating partners while building licencing and research partnership opportunities which drive greater impact and prosperity in Ontario. The University’s strengths in intellectual property through IP Osgoode and the IP Innovation Clinic, coupled with the support services in VPRI will enable rapid, meaningful transition of ideas and inventions through to market and social opportunities. These opportunities will be transitioned into entrepreneurship, innovation and partnerships to drive both economic and social growth for the University community and our partners.

**Summary and Expectations**

Research, scholarship and creative activity are integral to the fabric of York. Their growth and development are among the highest priorities for the University. With a strong commitment to quality, social justice, responsibility and academic freedom, York delivers research that advances critical inquiry and scientific discovery, challenges our beliefs and perceptions, and affects the social, cultural and economic development of our country and beyond. This plan reflects York’s commitment to research excellence and to the development of new knowledge and creative activity. In moving us closer to achieving our research ambitions, implementation will be established through collegial discussion with our units and faculties as well as our external research partners as we develop and align research priorities going forward. Success will be measured through demonstration of growth in national and international recognition of our research, scholarship and creative activity, further acceleration of the strong pace of growth of our research funding and outputs, the success of our students, the recognition of our faculty for their scholar
achievements, and the benefits delivered to communities and society at large.

Appendix A: Collegial Engagement and the Strategic Research Plan Advisory Committee Membership

This plan was developed through a broad process of collegial engagement with our academic community. From the summer of 2022 to spring 2023, the York community participated in an open discussion about the role of research, our valuation of research and our aspirations for the future of research at York. This inclusive engagement process was guided by an active and dedicated Strategic Research Plan Advisory Committee that included representatives from across the University and the broader community and was active in reaching out and helping to further solicit input from the York community. In keeping with York’s practice of collegial governance, input from faculty members, students and staff was received through a series of community consultations and roundtable discussions on campus and through an active online site. Essential inputs into the Plan’s development were provided directly by the faculties through consultations with their councils, Faculty Deans and Associate Deans, and by members of the Indigenous Council, Organized Research Units, along with the Academic Policy, Planning and Research Committee of the Senate, as well as other research leadership bodies.

Strategic Research Plan Advisory Committee

- Amir Asif, VP Research & Innovation (Chair)
- Joycelyn Amos, Markham Research Operations Manager, VPRI
- Nation Cheong, VP Community Opportunities and Mobilization, United Way Greater Toronto
- Krista Davidson, Interim Director, Communications, Office of the President
- Tamara Daly, Director YU-CARE, Professor, School of Health Policy & Management, Health
- Susan Dion, Associate VP Indigenous Initiatives, VPEPC, Professor, Faculty of Education
- Barbara Edwards, Senior Policy Advisor, Research, VPRI
- Trevor Farrow, Associate Dean, Research & Institutional Relations, Professor, Osgoode
- Eileen Fischer, Associate Dean Research, Director Marketing Specialization, PhD Program, Entrepreneurial Studies, Schulich
- Sarah Flicker, YRC in Community-Based Participatory Research, Professor, EUC
- Jane Gertner, VP Partnerships, Venture LAB
- Luann Good Gingrich, Professor, School of Social Work, LA&PS, Director Global Labour Research Centre
- Jennifer MacLean, Assistant VP, Innovation & Research Partnerships, Innovation York
- Michael Moir, University Archivist, Office of the Dean of Libraries, Chair APPRC
- Carmela Murdochca, Professor, Dept. of Sociology, LA&PS
- Kelly Ninh, Policy Research Services Coordinator, VPRI
- Swann Paradis, Associate Principal Research & Graduate Studies, Associate Professor French Studies, Glendon College
- Gillian Parekh, CRC in Disability Studies in Education, Associate Professor, Education
- Sarah Parsons, Associate Professor, Dept. of Visual Arts & Art History, AMPD
- Joel Prowting, PhD candidate (CIHR)
- Mark Roseman, Director SIRI, Office of Research Services, VPRI
- Vivian Saridakis, Associate Dean Research and Graduate Education, Associate Professor, Dept. of Biology, Science
- Jen Steeves, Associate VP Research, YRC in Non-Invasive Visual Brain Stimulation, Professor, Dept. of Psychology, Health
- Yvonne Su, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Equity Studies, LA&PS
- Skandha Sunderasen, Associate Director, Global Engagement and Strategic Directions, York International
- Cheryl van Daalen-Smith, Associate Dean Academic, FGS, Associate Professor, School of Nursing, Health
- Rick Wildes, Associate Professor, Vice-Chair Graduate Program, Dept. of Electrical Engineering & Computer
Science, Lassonde

- Xiaohui Yu, Associate Professor, Graduate Program Director, School of Information Technology, LA&PS
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Pan-University Consultation in Collaboration with the SRP Advisory Committee

A. **Community Open Forums:**
   - September 2022 online and in-person participation
   - March 2023 online and in-person participation

B. **Community Feedback Sessions:** series of unstructured feedback sessions across the University to discuss SRP development with the VPRI
   - 3 sessions October – November 2022
   - 3 sessions March – April 2023

C. **Faculty Feedback**
   - All 11 Faculties, between Fall 2022 and Winter 2023

D. **University / Administration Groups**
   - **Council of Research Directors:** November & March
   - **ADR Council:** November & February
   - **Indigenous Council:** March 2023
   - **Graduate Student engagement:** post-doctoral feedback
   - **Deans Meetings:** December & April
   - **President / Vice-Presidents (PVP)**

E. **Governance**
   - **APPRC:** regularly throughout the 2022-2023 year
   - **Board Academic Resources Committee / Board of Governors:**

F. **External Consultation:** April 2023

G. **Online Engagement:** [SRP website](#) garnered 30+ online submissions

In total **over 2,000 community members** were consulted.
For Information

a. Minor modifications to the degree programming listed below were approved by ASCP.

Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies

- The following BA degree programs:
  - Children, Childhood, and Youth
  - Culture and Expression
  - English
  - Gender and Women’s Studies
  - History
  - Humanities
  - Indigenous Studies
  - Law and Society
  - Information Technology
  - Sexuality Studies

Faculty of Environmental and Urban Change

- Diploma requirements for the Joint Faculty of Environmental and Urban Change/Schulich School of Business Graduate Diploma in Business and the Environment.

Schulich School of Business

- The requirements for the Joint Schulich School of Business/Faculty of Environmental and Urban Change Graduate Diploma in Business and the Environment.
- Requirements for the Marketing Field of the PhD degree program.
- Requirements for the Accounting Field of the PhD in Administration degree program.

Faculty of Graduate Studies

- The Faculty Regulations: to the Registration Status, and to Thesis and Dissertation Proposal Guidelines.

Martin Bunch, Chair
The Senate of York University – Minutes

Meeting: Thursday, 27 April 2023, 3:00 pm
via Zoom
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1. Chair’s Remarks

The Chair of Senate, Professor Poonam Puri, welcomed Senators to the meeting.
No requests were received to move any of the items on the consent agenda to regular business, as such the consent items were deemed to be approved.

2. Business Arising from the Minutes

There was no business arising from the minutes of the meeting of 23 March 2023.

3. Inquiries and Communications

There were none.
4. **President’s Items**

Under President’s items, President Lenton spoke to the following:

- the several factors disrupting the higher education sector, including globalization, pandemic, that are having a negative impact on enrolments at post-secondary institutions; specifically international enrolments at York.

- the frozen tuition fees for the 2023-2024 academic year by decision of the Province, with no additional funding for institutions. Enrolment shortfalls will have a significant budgetary impact for the coming year at York. Between now and June, Faculties are focused on converting applications to enrolments and increasing revenue, while trying to slow down expenditures at the same time.

- the presentation of the three-year operating budget to the Board of Governors for approval at either its May or June meeting.

- the President’s Research Awards ceremony, at which congratulations were extended to the outstanding researchers recognized this year.

- York’s strategy on sustainability, which is receiving positive media attention.

The President’s monthly “Kudos” report on the achievements of members of the York community can be accessed with other documentation for the meeting.

**Committee Reports**

5. **Executive Committee**

a. Senate Membership for 2023-2024.

It was moved, seconded, and carried that **Senate approve the membership of Senate for the period 1 July 2023 - 30 June 2024 with a maximum of 169 and distribution as set out below, with the School of Arts, Media, Performance & Design, the Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies, the Lassonde School of Engineering and the Faculty of Science, as the anchor Faculties for Markham campus programming, encouraged to consider for the 2023-2024 interim year allocating one of their Faculty seats to be filled by a faculty member who will be based at the Markham campus.**

b. Information items

   Senate was informed that the annual call for expressions of interest in membership on Senate committees and other positions elected by Senate, was issued. Senators were encouraged to consider self-nominations and to assist with the identification of colleagues to participate in Senate governance roles.
6. **Academic Policy, Planning and Research Committee**

   a. **School of Medicine Planning Prospectus**
   The Chair of APPRC facilitated a discussion on the School of Medicine Planning Prospectus, distributed with the Committee’s report in the agenda. Key benefits of a School of Medicine at the University were highlighted, including research expansion, diversification and a growth in funding, enhanced reputation, and increased enrolments.

   b. **Information Items**
   APPRC reported on the progress on preparations for the delivery of academic programs at the Markham Campus.

7. **Academic Standards, Curriculum and Pedagogy Committee**

   a. **Closure of the Certificat en rédaction professionelle, French Studies Department, Glendon.**
   It was moved, seconded, and carried that Senate approve the closure of the Certificat en rédaction professionelle, French Studies Department, Glendon, effective FW 2023.

   b. **Establishment of a Jewish Studies Certificate, Department of Humanities, LA&PS**
   It was moved, seconded, and carried that Senate approve the establishment of a Jewish Studies Certificate, to be housed in the Department of Humanities, Faculty of Liberal Arts and Professional Studies, effective FW 2023.

   c. **Establishment of a Cross Disciplinary Certificate in Children’s Literature, Department of Humanities, LA&PS.**
   It was moved, seconded, and carried that Senate approve the establishment of a Cross-Disciplinary Certificate in Children’s Literature, to be housed in the Department of Humanities, Faculty of Liberal Arts and Professional Studies, effective FW 2023.

   d. **Establishment of a new Specialization in Construction Law, Professional LLM program, Osgoode.**
   It was moved, seconded, and carried that Senate approve the establishment of a Specialization in Construction Law in the Professional LLM program, Osgoode, effective FW 2024.
e. Information items
The Committee received a draft report from the Associate Vice-President Teaching and Learning (AVP-T&L), on Common Language for Modes of Learning which has been distributed to the University community for feedback.

8. APPRC and ASCP Joint Sub-Committee on Quality Assurance
Senate received the report from the Joint Sub-Committee on Quality Assurance, which included Final Assessment Reports for completed Cyclical Program Reviews, and an update on the Joint APPRC-ASCP Taskforce on the Future of Pedagogy.

9. Senate Committee on Awards
The Awards Committee conveyed the list of recipients of the 2023 President’s Research Awards.

10. Other Business
There being no other business, it was moved, seconded, and carried “that Senate adjourn.”

11. Consent Agenda Items
The Minutes of the meeting of 23 March 2023 were approved by consent.
Poonam Puri, Chair
Pascal Robichaud, Secretary